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Abstract
This thesis attempts to investigate the phenomenon of supersolidity, where a sys-
tem exhibits both spontaneously broken translational and U(1) symmetries, in two
different two dimensional systems, one fermionic and one bosonic. The fermionic
system consists of two parallel GaAs quantum wells that are independently gated.
This allows the electron and hole populations of the two layers to be independently
varied. Using mean field theory, it will be shown that the zero temperature phase
diagram of this system contains a Fulde-Ferrell-Larkin-Ovchinnikov (FFLO) phase,
analogous to that predicted to occur in superconductors. This phase has sponta-
neously broken U(1) and translational symmetries, and can therefore be thought
of as a supersolid. This mean field analysis will be complemented by a Ginzburg-
Landau approach, which will be used to confirm the results and to calculate the
lattice structure of the FFLO order parameter. The bosonic system consists of a
thin helium-4 film deposited on graphite. Recent experiments on this system have
produced results that suggest the presence of a supersolid phase over a range of he-
lium filling fractions, as well as the lack of a Kosterlitz-Thouless phase transition at
finite temperature. An attempt to explain these results is made by applying mean
field and Bogoliubov theories to a toy model at zero temperature.
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Preface
This thesis is primarily concerned with superfluid phases of matter which also exhibit
spontaneously broken translation symmetry.
In Chapter 1, the basic theoretical understanding of superconductors and superfluids
will be reviewed. In Chapter 2, the theory of imbalanced fermionic superfluidity in
superconductors and ultracold atomic Fermi gases will be reviewed, particularly
focussing on the Fulde-Ferrell-Larkin-Ovchinnikov (FFLO) superfluid phase.
Chapters 3 to 5 will be dedicated to the electron-bilayer system. Chapter 3 intro-
duces the model that will be used to investigate the system. The BCS superfluid
phase of this system and how it responds to an electron-hole population imbalance
will then be studied. Chapter 4 describes the results for the mean field theory for
the FFLO phase of the system. Chapter 5 describes the results for the Ginzburg
Landau theory of the system and summarises the findings for the phase diagram
and spontaneous structure formation in the system. The results of this model will
be compared with existing results in the literature.
Chapters 6 describes the results for a theory for a spatially modulated superfluid.
Interesting phases with spontaneous superfluid and density wave order, as well as a
phase with broken Ising symmetry, are observed. Possible relevance to experiments
on a 4He thin film on graphite are discussed.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Introduction
Our understanding of phases of matter and phase transitions is dominated by Lan-
dau’s concept of spontaneous symmetry breaking. Within this scheme phase tran-
sitions are classified by an order parameter, a quantity which is zero on one side of
a phase transition (the disordered phase) and non-zero on the other (the ordered
phase). In the normal phase the system’s state has the symmetry of the underlying
hamiltonian/action of the system, while in the ordered phase the order parameter
will spontaneously break this symmetry by choosing a particular value out of a range
of energetically equivalent ones [1, 2]. This simple idea has been used to explain a
vast array of phenomena in physics, from ferromagnetism [1] and liquid crystals [3]
in condensed matter to the electro-weak force in high energy physics [4, 5] .
This classification can be applied to the crystalline solid-liquid phase transition.
The order parameters are amplitudes of non-zero wavevector Fourier components of
the density, which are zero in the liquid phase and non-zero in the solid phase [6].
The underlying physics of the system has continuous translational and rotational
symmetries, which are present in the liquid phase, but spontaneously broken in
the solid phase, which has only discrete translational and rotational symmetries
associated with its crystal lattice. Throughout this thesis we will define a solid, or
solid order, to be a system with spontaneously broken continuous translational and
rotational symmetries.
At low temperatures the quantum nature of particles in a many body system becomes
13
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increasingly important. This is due to the wavelike nature of particles, which will
have a de Broglie wavelength, λ, that depends on their momentum, p, given by
λ = h/p (1.1)
where h is Plank’s constant. A gas of particles of mass m at temperature T will
have a typical momentum associated with them,
p =
√
2mkBT (1.2)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant, which can be used to define a typical particle
wavelength. When this wavelength becomes comparable to the spacing between
particles quantum effects become important, and can dominate the behaviour of the
gas. In this regime new and unusual quantum phases can appear. Two of these, the
superfluid and supersolid, will be the subject of this thesis. Details of these phases
will be covered in detail later, but both phases can be classified using the symmetry
breaking scheme. The superfluid breaks the underlying U(1) symmetry of the many
body system associated with changing the phase of the particles’ wavefunctions [7],
while the supersolid breaks both the U(1) (hence the super- prefix) and translational
and rotational symmetries (hence the solid part). While superfluids are produced
routinely in experiments, supersolids remain elusive. This thesis will examine the
possibility of forming supersolids in two different types of system - one fermionic
(the electron hole bilayer) and one bosonic (two dimensional helium-4 films).
In this introductory chapter we will introduce the basic theory of bosonic and
fermionic superfluidity, which will form the basis of most of the work in this thesis.
Throughout we will use units in which ~ = 1.
1.2 Bose-Einstein condensation and Superfluidity
Bose-Einstein condensation is a quantum state of matter that occurs in bosonic
systems at low temperatures. It was first discussed in the context non-interacting
systems of bosons in 1924 by Bose and Einstein, who predicted that below a cer-
tain critical temperature the lowest single particle energy state of a system of non-
interacting bosons would become occupied by a macroscopic fraction of the total
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number of bosons [8, 9]. The resulting state is called a Bose-Einstein condensate, or
BEC for short.
In an interacting system the concept of Bose-Einstein condensation is harder to
define. Since the particles all interact, the idea of particles occupying the lowest
single particle energy state is no longer valid. Instead a BEC is defined in terms
of the single particle density matrix, n(r′, r) = 〈ψ†(r′)ψ(r)〉. If this has a nonzero
value in the limit r′ − r → ∞, then the system is in the condensed state. This is
known as off diagonal long ranged order, and implies a nonzero expectation value
for the bosonic field operator ψ(r) [10]. This expectation value serves as the order
parameter of the BEC-normal state phase transition. By comparison, the normal
state’s single particle density matrix decays exponentially to zero.
A superfluid is a fluid that can flow without viscosity. They are intimately connected
to Bose-Einstein condensates. The famous ‘Landau criterion’ gives a condition which
must be satisfied by the excitation spectrum of a fluid for dissipation of the moving
fluid’s energy, and hence viscosity, to occur [11]. The condition is that for a fluid
moving at velocity v, an excitation of momentum k and energy E(k) can only
spontaneously occur if
Ek + v.k < 0 , (1.3)
or, alternatively, the critical velocity (vc) below which dissipation cannot occur is
vc = min
Ek
|k| . (1.4)
For a normal fluid, whose excitation spectrum is approximately quadratic at low
momentum, eqn. 1.3 can be satisfied for any v by an appropriate choice of k, and
hence dissipation can occur. This is not the case in Bose-Einstein condensates, which
will be shown later.
1.3 The Berezinsky-Kosterlitz-Thouless transition
According to the Mermin-Wagner theorem, the long range order in the single par-
ticle density matrix that defines a BEC cannot exist in two dimensions at a finite
temperature [12, 13]. Instead, a quasi-condensate phase exists in which the density
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ρ(T
)
s
T TBKT
ρ(0)s
Δρs
Figure 1.1: A schematic diagram of the Berezinsky-Kosterlitz-Thouless transition, showing
the superfluid density,ρs, as a function of temperature. At T = TBKT there is
a discontinuous jump in the superfluid density of ∆ρs to ρs = 0, caused by the
unbinding of vortex-antivortex pairs.
matrix decays to zero at long range, but in an algebraic (power law) rather than an
exponential way. It is therefore distinguished from the normal phase by so called
quasi-long ranged order.
The temperature dependence of the superfluid density, ρs, is also rather different in
two dimensions than three. The superfluid density at a temperature T is defined
as a transport coefficient relating the supercurrent density, js, to the velocity of the
superfluid, vs, by
js = ρsvs . (1.5)
In three dimensions ρs continuously goes to zero as the critical temperature of the
superfluid-normal phase transition is approached from below, giving a second order
phase transition [10]. By contrast, in two dimensions there is a discontinuous jump
from finite ρs to zero at a critical temperature, TBKT [14, 15]. The size of this jump
is given by
∆ρs =
2
pi
(m
~
)2
kBTBKT . (1.6)
A schematic diagram of this type of behaviour can be seen in fig. 1.1.
The reason for this type of phase transition can be found in the behaviour of the
vortices of the system. Below TBKT , the system consists of bound vortex-antivortex
pairs with the superfluid existing around them. The separation between different
bound pairs is much greater than the size of a bound pair. At TBKT the vortices
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unbind and destroy the quasi-long ranged order.
Since this thesis is mostly concerned with zero temperature physics, the effects of
the BKT transition are generally neglected.
1.4 Bogoliubov theory of the Bose gas
A simplified path-integral based theory of Bose-Einstein condensation in an interact-
ing system of identical bosons in n dimensions begins from the following imaginary
time (τ) action [16]
S[ψ,ψ†] =
∫ β
0
dτ
∫
dnr ψ†(r, τ)
(
∂τ + εkˆ − µ
)
ψ(r, τ)
+
g
2
∫ β
0
dτ
∫
dnr ψ†(r, τ)ψ†(r, τ)ψ(r, τ)ψ(r, τ) .
(1.7)
εkˆ is the single particle energy operator, which can in general include an external
potential but in this case is taken to be free, and ψ is the bosonic field, which is just a
complex number. The interaction is assumed to be short ranged and is characterised
by the constant g. The action is independent of the overall phase of the fields, so is
said to have a global U(1) symmetry. From this the partition function, and hence
all the thermodynamic quantities of the system, can in principle be calculated using
the functional integral
Z =
∫
D[ψ,ψ†] e−S[ψ,ψ] . (1.8)
However, in practice this calculation cannot be done, so some approximation is
required.
One approach is Bogoliubov theory, which assumes that the bosonic field ψ has
an imaginary time independent mean value, 〈ψ(r, τ)〉 = φ(r), which is zero in the
normal state and non-zero in the BEC state, with only small fluctuations from this
mean value, δψ(r, τ), whose expectation value must vanish [16]. These fluctuations
are assumed to be small, which restricts the theory to low temperatures. The ac-
tion of eqn. 1.7 is then expanded in powers of the fluctuations after making the
substitution
ψ(r, τ)→ φ(r) + δψ(r, τ) , (1.9)
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to give
S[ψ,ψ†] = S0[φ, φ†] + Slin[φ, φ†, δψ, δψ†] + SBog[φ, φ†, δψ, δψ†] +O(δψ3) , (1.10)
where
S0[φ, φ
†] = β
∫
dnrφ†(r)
(
εkˆ − µ+
g
2
|φ(r)|2
)
φ(r) (1.11)
contains all the terms independent of the fluctuations and is equal to the mean field
free energy multiplied by the constant β,
Slin[φ, φ
†, δψ, δψ†] =
∫ β
0
dτ
∫
dnr δψ†(r, τ)(εkˆ − µ+ g|φ(r)|2)φ(r) + h.c. (1.12)
contains all the terms linear in fluctuations, and
SBog[φ, φ
†, δψ, δψ†] =
∫ β
0
dτ
∫
dnr δψ†(r, τ)
(
∂τ + εkˆ − µ+ 2g|φ(r)|2
)
δψ(r, τ)
+
g
2
∫ β
0
dτ
∫
dnr
{
(δψ†(r, τ))2(φ(r))2 + h.c.
}
(1.13)
contains all the terms quadratic in fluctuations. The higher order terms are ne-
glected, since the fluctuations are assumed to be small. In order to enforce the
condition that the expectation value of the fluctuation field is zero, Slin must van-
ish, giving an equation for φ
(
εkˆ + g|φ(r)|2
)
φ(r) = µφ(r) . (1.14)
This is the time-independent Gross-Pitaevski equation, which is a form of the non-
linear Schro¨dinger equation that is often used as a starting point for studying BECs
[17, 18]. It is also the equation one would get if the mean field free energy (S0/β)
were minimised - i.e. if the functional integral were replaced with the maximum
value of the integrand. If φ is assumed to be a constant in space it has the solution
|φ|2 = µ
g
. (1.15)
Physically this quantity corresponds to the total number of particles in the conden-
sate. Importantly, since φ is a complex number, the phase is undetermined - all φ
with the same magnitude will have the same mean field energy. However, since the
single particle energy operator contains spatial derivatives, spatial variations in the
phase cost energy, forcing the phase to be uniform throughout the system. In this
way the U(1) symmetry of the action is spontaneously broken.
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Figure1.2:TheBECquasi-particleenergyandnormalstatesingleparticleenergyfora
freebosonicparticle.TheBECquasi-particlespectrumisshowninblueandis
linearatsmal momentum,withitsgradientinthelimitk→0beingthespeed
ofsoundandthesuperﬂuidcriticalvelocityintheBEC.Thenormalstatesingle
particleenergyisshowningreyandisquadraticeverywhere.Itisthelinear
spectrumthatresultsintheabilityofthesuperﬂuidtoﬂowwithoutviscosity
forﬂowspeedsbelowthespeedofsound. Theunitsofenergyandlengthare
takentobeEφ=g|φ|2andlφ= 2/mg|φ|2respectively.
Theremainingpartoftheaction,SBog,isquadraticintheﬂuctuationﬁeldoperators.
Itcanconvenientlybewrittenink-spaceinmatrixformas
SBog=12n,k

δψ
†
k
δψ−k


t
iωn+εk+g|φ|2 gφ2
g(φ†)2 −iωn+εk+g|φ|2



δψk
δψ†−k

 (1.16)
whereeqn.1.15hasbeenusedtoeliminatethechemicalpotentialinfavourofthe
condensatedensity,|φ|2.Theinverseofthe2×2matrixtakestheroleofaGreen’s
functionfortheﬂuctuationﬁelds,whosepolesinfrequencyspacegivethequasi-
particleexcitationenergies(Ek)associatedwiththeﬂuctuations.Thesepolesoccur
whenthedeterminantofG−1iszero,giving
Ek= εk(εk+2g|φ|2). (1.17)
Foraquadraticsingleparticleenergyspectrum,thisquasi-particlespectrumislinear
andgaplessatsmal momentumasshowninﬁg.1.2.Thesegaplessexcitationsare
theGoldstonemodesassociatedwiththespontaneouslybrokenU(1)symmetry,and
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correspond to fluctuations in the phase of φ. Using the Landau criterion of eqn. 1.3,
this excitation spectrum gives a non-zero critical velocity of
vc = ~
√
2g|φ|2
m
, (1.18)
below which the Landau criterion cannot be satisfied for any choice of k. Hence the
BEC is also a superfluid.
This type of condensate has been realised physically in ultracold atomic Bose gas
experiments.
1.5 Fermionic superfluids and BCS theory
Bardeen-Cooper-Shreiffer (BCS) theory is the theory of superconductivity proposed
in 1957 [19, 20]. It solved the long standing mystery of the origin and microscopic
mechanism of superconductivity, which had remained unexplained since its discovery
by Onnes in 1911 [21]. The central concept is Cooper pairing - bound states of
electrons with opposite spin and momentum that behave in an similar way to bosons
and undergo a type of condensation to form a charged superfluid. It is the prototype
theory of fermionic superfluidity on which all others are based. In this section the
BCS theory will be derived from the path integral perspective, following Altland
and Simons [22], rather than the second quantised one originally used.
The essential ingredient of BCS theory is weak interaction between electrons of op-
posite spin that is confined to a region of k-space near the Fermi surface and which
only acts between electrons with opposite momenta and spin [20]. For metals, the
physical origin of this interaction is the coupling between the electrons and the back-
ground lattice. This electron phonon coupling gives rise to a retarded interaction,
which is attractive in at low frequencies, typically below the Debye frequency of
the phonons, ωD. This causes electrons near the Fermi surface to pair up and form
bound states, called Cooper pairs, and opens and energy gap at the Fermi surface
between the ground state and lowest excited states (see fig. 1.3). In the basic model
all other interactions (such as electron-electron repulsion) are ignored and the full
attractive interaction is replaced with a contact interaction, giving the imaginary
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Figure 1.3: A superconductor is formed when electrons with opposite spin and momenta
near the Fermi surface pair up and condense, opening up an energy gap. At zero
temperature this energy gap is 2∆0. The shaded region consists of the occupied
states and the dotted line shows the lowest unoccupied states.
time action
S[ψ,ψ] =
∑
σ
∫
dτ
∫
dnr ψσ(r, τ)
(
∂τ − 1
2m
∇2 − µ
)
ψσ(r, τ)
− g
∫ β
0
dτ
∫
dnr ψ↑(r, τ)ψ↓(r, τ)ψ↓(r, τ)ψ↑(r, τ) .
(1.19)
Since this is a theory of interacting fermions the fields, ψ, are Grassman variables,
not complex numbers as in the BEC case. The action has a U(1) symmetry which
can be made a local one by including the vector potential describing the interaction
of the electrons with an electromagnetic field - something that is not present for the
uncharged Bose gas. Since these will not be considered in the basic theory given
here, they will be ignored for now.
The partition function of the system is related to this action by the functional
integral
Z =
∫
D[ψ,ψ] e−S[ψ,ψ] , (1.20)
from which all the thermodynamic quantities of the system can in principle be calcu-
lated. Since the restriction of the interaction to electrons with opposite momentum
is most easily performed in k-space the action is Fourier transformed to give
S[ψ,ψ] =
∑
kσ
ψkσ
(
iωn +
k2
2m
− µ
)
ψkσ − g
V β
∑
kk′
ψk↑ψ−k↓ψ−k↓ψk↑ . (1.21)
To simplify the notation the ‘4-vector’ k = (ωn,k) has been introduced. The contact
interaction is restricted to a region of width ωD around the Fermi surface, where
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ωD is the Debye frequency - the characteristic energy scale associated with the
phonons in the system. It is assumed that this energy scale is much less than the
Fermi energy, so the density of states, ν, is approximately constant in the region
over which the interaction acts. In its current form the action cannot be used to
calculate the partition function, since it is not quadratic in fermion fields. However,
by introducing a collective Hubbard-Stratonovich field the quartic interaction term
can be decoupled and the fermions integrated out [23, 24]. To do this the partition
function functional integral is effectively multiplied by one using the identity
1 =
∫
D[∆,∆] e−SHS [∆,∆
†] , (1.22)
SHS [∆,∆
†] = V β
|∆|2
g
. (1.23)
The field ∆ is then shifted using
∆→ ∆ + g
V β
∑
k′
ψ−k′↓ψk′↑ , (1.24)
∆→ ∆ + g
V β
∑
k
ψk↑ψ−k↓ , (1.25)
which changes the Hubbard-Stratonovitch action to
SHS [∆,∆
†] =V β
|∆|2
g
+
∑
k
(
∆ψk↑ψ−k↓ + ∆ψ−k↓ψk↑
)
+
g
V β
∑
kk′
ψk↑ψ−k↓ψ−k↓ψk↑ ,
(1.26)
while leaving the value of the functional integral unchanged up to an irrelevant
constant. The last term cancels the interacting term in the fermionic action, leaving
a mixed action that is quadratic in fermion fields. This can be written in a convenient
form using a two component vector called a Nambu spinor,
S[∆, ψ] = V β
|∆|2
g
+
∑
k
 ψk↑
ψ−k↓
tiωn + ξk ∆
∆ iωn − ξk
 ψk↑
ψ−k↓
 . (1.27)
The 2 × 2 matrix is the inverse Green’s function for the fermions, G−1k . Since this
action is quadratic in fermion fields the functional integral over fermions can be per-
formed exactly. This leaves the action only in terms of the Hubbard-Stratonovitch
field,
S[∆,∆] = V β
|∆|2
g
−
∑
k
tr lnG−1k . (1.28)
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This does not appear to be particularly useful, since the functional integral over
∆ cannot be evaluated exactly due the tr ln term. To proceed, the mean field
approximation is used. The exact functional integral is replaced by the maximum
value of the integrand. This corresponds to the minimum value of the action with
respect to ∆, and results in the BCS gap equation
∆ =
−g
V β
∑
k
∆
(iωn + ξk)(iωn − ξk)− |∆|2 . (1.29)
After performing the Matsubara sum and taking the continuum limit this simplifies
to
1 = g
∫
dnk
(2pi)n
1− 2fD(Ek)
2Ek
, (1.30)
where
Ek =
√
ξ2k + |∆|2 (1.31)
is the quasi-particle excitation energy, which is a pole of the Green’s function, and
fD(x) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution. Since the integral is restricted to energy states
within ωD of the Fermi surface, and ωD << Fermi energy, the momentum sum can
be approximated by an energy integral using the density of at the Fermi surface, ν,
(in 2D this approximation is exact)
1 = g
∫ ωD
−ωD
dξ ν
(
1− 2fD(Ek)
2Ek
)
, (1.32)
which at zero temperature has the approximate solution
|∆0| = 2ωDe−
1
gν . (1.33)
This is the BCS gap, an energy gap at the Fermi surface between the lowest unoc-
cupied quasi-particle state and the highest occupied one. Its phase is undetermined
by the self consistent gap equation and is chosen arbitrarily, spontaneously breaking
the underlying U(1) symmetry of the BCS action in a similar way to the BEC of
the previous section. However, the U(1) symmetry of the gap function is different
to that of the Bose gas, since the Cooper pairs have a charge of twice the electron
charge. The U(1) symmetry is therefore local, and associated with the electromag-
netic vector potential. This results in a gap in the gauge field dispersion relation
in the superconductor, via the Anderson-Higgs mechanism, which gives rise to the
Meissner effect and London penetration depth [25]. The energy gap of the quasipar-
ticle excitation spectrum is also non-zero, and is associated with the binding energy
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Figure1.4:Theexcitationspectrumofasuperconductor. Thesuperconductingquasi-
particleexcitationspectrumisshowninblue,andisgappedattheFermi
wavevector. Thereddashedlineisthesingleparticleenergyinthenormal
state,whichisgaplessandapproximatelylinearattheFermisurface.Thezero
ofenergyistakentobetheFermienergy.
ofaCooperpair-tobreakaCooperpairintoafreeupanddownspinelectronre-
quiresanenergyoftwotimestheBCSenergygap.Thiscanbeseeninﬁg.1.4.The
BCSgapisverysmalcomparedtotheotherenergyscalesinthesystem(theFermi
andDebyeenergies)andincreaseswithincreasinginteractionstrengthanddensityof
statesattheFermisurface,asexpected-increasingtheinteractionstrengthcauses
theCooperpairstobindmoretightly,whileincreasingtheFermisurfacedensityof
statesincreasesthenumberofpossibleelectronpairsthatcanformfromstatesnear
theFermisurface.
TheexistenceofasolutiontotheBCSgapequationisnottheonlyconditionfor
thenormalstatetobeunstabletowardsasuperconductor-itisalsorequiredthat
thefreeenergyofthesuperconductingstateislowerthanthatofthenormalone.
Thefreeenergyperunitvolumecanbecalculatedfromthepartitionfunctionusing
F=− 1VβlnZ, (1.34)
giving,atT=0[16],
FBCS=|∆|
2
g +
1
V k
(ξk−Ek). (1.35)
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The normal state energy can be calculated in the same way by taking the ∆ → 0
limit. The difference between them can then be taken to give (at zero temperature
again),
δFBCS = −ν|∆0|
2
2
. (1.36)
Therefore the superconducting state is lower in energy than the normal one, and so
the normal state is unstable towards the superconducting one. At finite temperature
thermal fluctuations reduce the magnitude of the energy gap, eventually leading to
a second order phase transition to the normal state at a critical temperature, Tc
[22].
2. A Review of imbalanced
fermionic superfluidity
2.1 Introduction
This thesis will largely be concerned with superfluidity occurring in electron-hole
bilayers with a population imbalance between the electron and holes. The elec-
trons and holes in this system are analogous to the up and down spin electrons in
a superconductor or the atom species in an ultracold atomic Fermi gas. In this
chapter we will review the theory of population imbalanced fermion superfluidity in
superconductors and ultracold atomic Fermi gases.
A key assumption of the BCS theory of superconductivity introduced in the previous
chapter was that up and down electron spin populations were the same, so their
corresponding Fermi wavevectors were equal. This allowed states near the Fermi
surfaces with opposite momenta and spin to form Cooper pairs and condense. The
fact that the Coper pairs are formed in this way is intimately connected to the
underlying time reversal symmetry of the system. However, it is possible to imagine
situations where the populations of up and down spins are unequal, which will break
time reversal symmetry and frustrate Cooper pairing.
Firstly we will discuss how such a spin imbalance can be produced in superconduc-
tors, and what its effect is on the standard BCS state. We will then introduce two
alternative superconducting states that can occur - the Sarma phase, which consists
of a BCS paired region of electrons in k-space surrounded by unpaired quasiparticles,
26
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and Fulde-Ferrell-Larkin-Ovchinnikov (FFLO) phase, in which the superconducting
state consists of condensed Cooper pairs with a non-zero total momentum. Finally
we will review recent work on imbalanced ultracold atom Fermi gases, which appear
to be ideal systems for investigating imbalanced fermionic superfluidity.
2.2 Chandrasekhar-Clogston limit
The application of a magnetic field to a superconductor changes the fermionic action
by coupling the momentum to the magnetic vector potential (orbital coupling) and
splitting the up and down spin electron chemical potentials (Zeeman coupling). It
also breaks time reversal symmetry, since the direction of the magnetic field reverses
under time reversal. The BCS action of eqn. 1.19 is changed to
S[ψ,ψ] =
∑
σ
∫ β
0
dτ
∫
d2r ψσ(r, τ)
(
∂τ − 1
2m
(∇− ieA)2 − µ− σzh
)
ψσ(r, τ)
− g
∫ β
0
dτ
∫
d2r ψ↑(r, τ)ψ↓(r, τ)ψ↓(r, τ)ψ↑(r, τ) .
(2.1)
where A is the magnetic vector potential and
h = µBBz . (2.2)
Usually the Zeeman term is neglected, as it is much smaller than the orbital cou-
pling. The orbital coupling then gives rise to the familiar magnetic superconductor
phenomenology - the Meissner effect, quantised flux lines and flux lattices. However
in certain situations the Zeeman term may dominate - for example in heavy fermion
(where m is of the order of 100 electron masses) or low dimensional systems [26].
This is called the Pauli paramagnetic limit, since in the normal state this term acts
to cause an imbalance of up and down spin electrons. Here the effect of this term
on the BCS superconducting state will be considered, and shown to cause a phase
transition to the normal state at a critical value of h [27, 28].
After neglecting the orbital coupling eqn. 2.1 can be rewritten in Fourier space as
S[ψ,ψ] =
∑
kσ
ψkσ (−iωn + ξk − σzh)ψkσ −
g
V β
∑
kk′σ
ψk↑ψ−k↓ψ−k′↓ψk′↑ , (2.3)
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Figure 2.1: A qualitative picture of the phase diagram of a superconductor in the Pauli
paramagnetic limit. The dashed line denotes first order phase transitions, while
the solid line is for second order. They meet at a critical point given by
(h/∆0, T/Tc) = (0.62, 0.56) [29, 30].
where k is the momentum ‘four vector’ (ωn,k), ξk is the single particle energy
ξk =
k2
2m
− µ (2.4)
and V is the system volume. The mean field theory of this action can be derived
following the same method as BCS theory in section 1.5 of the previous chapter
by introducing a Hubbard-Stratonovich field, ∆, to cancel the quartic part of the
action and then integrating out the fermions. The effect of the chemical potential
imbalance is to alter the quasiparticle energies from
Ek =
√
ξ2k + |∆|2 (2.5)
to Ek ± h in the BCS gap equation (eqn. 1.30). It then becomes
1 = g
∫
dnk
(2pi)n
1− fD(Ek + h)− fD(Ek − h)
2Ek
, (2.6)
where fD(x) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution and n is the number of dimensions of
the system. This will be referred to as the imbalanced gap equation. If we assume
that h < ∆ then, at zero temperature, the equation has the solution ∆ = 2ωDe
− 1
gν
where ωD is the Debye frequency of the phonons in the system and ν is the density
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of states of the electrons at the Fermi surface. This is exactly the same as the h = 0
BCS solution, ∆0, calculated in section 1.5 of the previous chapter. It remains the
lowest energy solution of gap equation up to a critical value of h, which will be
shown below.
In the previous section it was shown that the free energy difference between the
normal state and the superconducting state in the absence of a magnetic field and
at zero temperature was
δFBCS = −ν∆
2
0
2
. (2.7)
However when the magnetic field is applied the energy of the normal state will
change, due to the effective chemical potential difference between the two spin species
induced by the Zeeman term. The difference between this energy and the balanced
normal state is
δFpp = −νh2 . (2.8)
The superconducting state will be favoured if δFs < δFpp. When δFpp first has a
lower energy there is a first order phase transition to the Pauli paramagnetic normal
state. The value of h at which this occurs is called the Chandrasekhar-Clogston
limit [27, 28] and is given at zero temperature by
hc1 =
∆0√
2
. (2.9)
At finite temperature hc1 decreases until it reaches zero at the BCS critical temper-
ature. The superconducting-normal transition becomes second order at a tri-critical
point (TCP) given by (h/∆0, T/Tc) = (0.62, 0.56) [29, 30]. This can be seen in
fig. 2.1.
The Chandrasekhar-Clogston limit is the same in both two and three dimensions.
2.3 The Sarma phase
When calculating the Chandrasekhar-Clogston limit it was assumed that h < ∆. If
this assumption is not made it is found that another solution exists to the imbalanced
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Figure 2.2: The Sarma phase in k-space. It consists of a central region of electrons Cooper
paired in the usual BCS fashion surrounded by a region of unpaired, negative
energy quasiparticles. The shaded area is the BCS paired superfluid while the
unshaded region between this and the outer circle is filled with unpaired quasi-
particles of whichever spin species is in excess.
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Figure 2.3: Free energies of the uniform superconducting states as a function of the order
parameter/gap function magnitude for several different effective chemical po-
tential imbalances, h. At h = 0 there is only one minimum, which is the BCS
superconducting state. As h is increased the energy of the polarised normal state
at ∆ = 0 decreases, eventually becoming another minima of the energy, with a
maximum occurring at ∆ = ∆S . This is the Sarma phase. When h > ∆0/
√
2
the polarised normal state energy becomes lower than the superconducting one,
resulting in a first order phase transition.
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gap equation (eqn. 2.6). This solution is restricted to the range of chemical potential
imbalances ∆0/2 < h < ∆0 and is given by
∆S = ∆0
(
2h
∆0
− 1
) 1
2
. (2.10)
It is known as the Sarma, or breached pair, phase [31]. This phase consists of a
core region of the Fermi sphere that is Cooper paired to form a BCS superfluid
surrounded by unpaired quasiparticles of the majority spin electrons (fig. 2.2 ). The
quasiparticle energy spectrum is gapless.
The free energy per unit volume of the Sarma phase at zero temperature is altered
by the inclusion of a term accounting for the energy of the unpaired majority spin
quasiparticles,
FS =
|∆|2
g
+
1
V
∑
k
(ξk − Ek) + 1
V
∑
k
(Ek − h)Θ(h− Ek) . (2.11)
The difference between this and the balanced normal state energy is then
δFS =
ν∆20
2
+ νh2 − 2νh∆0 . (2.12)
This is larger than both the BCS free energy difference and the imbalanced normal
state free energy, hence the Sarma phase solutions to the gap equation are never
the global minimum of the free energy. In fact, the second derivative of the free
energy with respect to ∆ at this point shows that it is a maxima of the free energy.
However, it is thought that this type of phase could occur in analogous Fermi gas
systems consisting of two different atom species with different masses [32], or in
exotic quark condensates [33].
2.4 Fulde-Ferrel-Larkin-Ovchinnikov
superconductors
In the previous section the possibility of forming a superconducting state from
Cooper pairs whose electrons come from different, unequal Fermi surfaces was ne-
glected. A naive way of achieving this would be to shift the centre of each spin
species’ Fermi surface until they are just touching, then form Cooper pairs between
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Figure 2.4: The FFLO phase in k-space. Cooper pairs are formed from electrons with op-
posite spin but different momentum, resulting in an order parameter that is no
longer constant in space. The shaded region is the minority spin Fermi sphere,
while the outer circle is the majority spin Fermi surface.
minority spins located where the shifted Fermi surfaces are close and majority spins
on the opposite side of the majority spin Fermi surface. These Cooper pairs would
therefore have a non-zero total momentum, unlike in the BCS case where the op-
posite momentum of the up and down spin electrons cancel exactly (fig. 2.4). The
naive estimate for the total momentum of these Cooper pairs will be the difference
in the Fermi wavevectors of the two spin Fermi surfaces. The resulting order param-
eter will no longer be a constant, but will vary spatially. These types of supercon-
ducting states are called Fulde-Ferrell-Larkin-Ovchinnikov superconductors (FFLO
superconductors for short) after the authors of the two papers that independently
proposed them in 1964 [34, 35].
Rather than generalising the imbalanced BCS gap equation (eqn. 2.6) to allow finite
total momentum Cooper pairs, it is more convenient to use a Ginzburg-Landau
approach. This assumes that the FFLO-normal transition is second order, which
turns out to be correct at zero temperature.
The starting point is eqn. 2.3, but now with the interaction not restricted to just
pairs of up and down spin electrons with opposite momentum,
S[ψ,ψ] =
∑
kσ
ψkσ (−iωn + ξk − σzh)ψkσ−
g
V β
∑
kk′Q
ψk+Q/2↑ψ−k+Q/2↓ψ−k′+Q/2↓ψk′+Q/2↑ .
(2.13)
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The free energy of the system is related to this action via its partition function, Z,
using
F = − 1
β
lnZ . (2.14)
A Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation on eqn. 2.13 is performed in a similar way
to BCS theory by introducing a functional integral over a new field ∆Q, which
depends on the total momentum of the electron hole pairs, Q. ∆Q is then shifted
to cancel out the fermion interaction term in eqn. 2.13 using
∆Q → ∆Q + g
V β
∑
kQ
ψ−k+Q/2↓ψk+Q/2↑ (2.15)
and the fermions integrated out to give a new action
S[∆,∆] = V β
∑
Q
|∆Q|2
g
− tr ln Gˆ−1 , (2.16)
with the trace of the last term being taken over both momentum and spin labels.
G−1 is the Gor’kov Green’s function operator
Gˆ−1 =
Gˆ−10↑ ∆
∆ Gˆ−10↓
 (2.17)
with the single particle Green’s functions being given in operator form by
Gˆ0σ =
1
−iωn + ξˆk − σzh
, (2.18)
where the hat on the single particle energy indicates that the momentum in eqn. 2.4
has been replaced by the momentum operator. The Hubbard-Stratonovich field
operator ∆ is defined to relate to the field ∆Q using
∆p+p′ = 〈p|∆|p′〉 . (2.19)
The free energy of the system can then be calculated within the mean field approxi-
mation by replacing the functional integral over the field ∆ that gives the partition
function with its maximum value, corresponding to the minimum of the action with
respect to ∆Q. Within this approximation the interpretation of ∆ is as the expec-
tation value
∆Q = g
∑
k
〈ψ−k+Q/2,↓ψk+Q/2,↑〉 . (2.20)
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Rather than minimise eqn. 2.16 with respect to ∆Q it is instead assumed that the
mean field value of ∆Q is small. The inverse Green’s function is rewritten as
Gˆ−1 = Gˆ−10 + ∆ = Gˆ
−1
0 (1 + Gˆ0∆) , (2.21)
where
Gˆ0 =
Gˆ0↑ 0
0 Gˆ0↓
 (2.22)
∆ =
 0 ∆
∆ 0
 (2.23)
This allows the final term in the action to be written as
tr ln Gˆ−1 = tr ln Gˆ−10 + tr ln(1 + Gˆ0∆) . (2.24)
The first term is the same as the one that appears in the normal state, so will be
cancelled when the difference between the normal and FFLO free energies is taken.
It will therefore be neglected from here on. The second term can be expanded in
powers of ∆
tr ln(1 +G0∆) =
∞∑
n=1
(−1)n+1
n
tr (G0∆)
n . (2.25)
When the trace is taken over the 2×2 matrix indices, all the odd n terms are zero, so
the lowest order term in ∆ is the second order one. This, along with the interaction
term, then gives the free energy
F (2)
V
=
∑
Q
|∆Q|2
g
+
1
2V β
tr(G0∆)
2 (2.26)
The trace is taken by exploiting the fact that momentum eigenstates are also eigen-
states of the single particle Green’s functions and using the resolution of identity.
tr(G0∆)
2 = 2
∑
p
〈p|G0↑∆G0↓∆|p〉
= 2
∑
pp′
〈p|G0↑|p〉〈p|∆|p′〉〈p′|G0↓|p′〉〈p′|∆|p〉
. (2.27)
The momenta are rewritten in terms of a relative momentum k and a total momen-
tum Q using
p = −k + Q
2
p′ = k +
Q
2
, (2.28)
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which brings the momentum labels of the ∆ terms into line with the first term in
eqn. 2.16. At this point we also make the assumption that ∆ is slowly varying in
imaginary time, allowing us to drop the sums over the Matsubara frequency of the
Q momentum vector and replacing ∆Q with ∆Q.
The result of this is the free energy per unit volume
F 2
V
=
∑
Q
(
1
g
+
1
V β
∑
k
1
(iωn + ξ−k+Q/2,↑)(−iωn + ξk+Q/2,↓)
)
|∆Q|2
=
∑
Q
(
1
g
− 1
V
∑
k
1−Θ(−ξ−k+Q/2,↑)−Θ(−ξk+Q/2,↓)
ξ−k+Q/2,↑ + ξk+Q/2,↓
)
|∆Q|2 ,
(2.29)
where the zero temperature limit has been taken in the last line. The FFLO-normal
phase boundary will occur when the term in brackets first becomes negative. It is
worth noting that in this term of the free energy the Fourier components of the
order parameter decouple. It is also rotationally invariant in k-space. Therefore it
can only determine the magnitude of Q at the phase boundary, not its direction,
nor can it determine the number of Qs in the full order parameter and their relative
orientation. This requires the expansion to be extended to higher orders.
In the next two subsections we will discuss the phase boundaries calculated from
this method in three and two dimensional superconductors, as well as the order
parameter structures that minimise the free energy when the expansion is taken to
higher orders.
2.4.1 FFLO superconductors in three dimensions
The three dimensional case was first investigated in the original Larkin and Ovchin-
nikov, and Fulde and Ferrell papers [34, 35]. There the origin of the chemical
potential imbalance was thought to be due to ferromagnetic impurities.
The FFLO-normal phase boundary will occur at the maximum h for which the
following equation is satisfied
0 ≥ 1
g
−
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
1−Θ(−ξ−k+Q/2,↑)−Θ(−ξk+Q/2,↓)
2ξ
, (2.30)
where the shifted single particle energy ξ is defined as the average of the up and
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down spin single particle energies,
ξ =
k2
2m
− µ+ Q
2
8m
. (2.31)
The integral can be performed by restricting it to the region within ωD of the Fermi
surface, just like BCS theory.
1
g
=

ν
4
[
2 + ln
(
4ω2D
4h2−v2FQ2
)
− 2hvFQ ln
(
2h+vFQ
2h−vFQ
)]
, if 2h ≤ vFQ
ν
4
[
2 + ln
(
4ω2D
v2FQ
2−4h2
)
− 2hvFQ ln
(
2h+vFQ
vFQ2−h
)]
, if 2h > vFQ
(2.32)
where vF is the Fermi velocity, defined in terms of the Fermi wavevector, kF , at
h = 0 as
vF = kF /m . (2.33)
From this the critical field is found to be
hc ≈ 0.755∆0 (2.34)
with pairing wavevector
Qc = 2.4
h
vf
. (2.35)
hc is only slightly above the Chandrasekhar-Clogston limit, indicating that the
FFLO phase occupies a very narrow region of the phase diagram in 3D. The magni-
tude of the pairing wavevector is also slightly higher than one would expect from just
taking the difference of the Fermi wavevectors in the normal state, Qnaive = 2h/vF .
The extension of the Ginzburg-Landau theory to fourth order in ∆ was performed
in the original Larkin and Ovchinnikov paper. This was used to determine the most
favourable structure of the FFLO, since at this lowest order the different Fourier
components of ∆ couple. They considered a range of different crystal structures,
finally concluding that near the FFLO-Normal state boundary the FFLO consists
of the sum of two order parameter components - one with Q = +Qc and with
Q = −Qc. In real space this corresponds to a sinusoidally varying order parameter,
which is commonly referred to as the Larkin-Ovchinnikov (LO) state [35]. The
simplest possible state, consisting of only a single Fourier component, was the only
one considered by Fulde and Ferrell in their paper, hence it is often referred to as
the Fulde-Ferrell (FF) state [34]. In real space these correspond to order parameters
of the form
∆LO(r) = 2∆ cos(Q.r) (2.36)
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and
∆FF = ∆e
iQ.r (2.37)
respectively. The LO order parameter has lines where the order parameter is zero
on which the majority spin particles are thought to be localised [36, 37], while the
FF one only has a spatially varying overall phase.
The BCS-FFLO phase boundary is harder to determine since it turns out to be a
first order phase transition, so making Ginzburg-Landau theory invalid. It has been
studied using the real space Boguliobov-de Gennes equations, and it is found to
lie only slightly below the Chandrasekhar-Clogston limit [36, 37]. Near the phase
boundary the FFLO order parameter is no longer a simple sum of Fourier compo-
nents whose wavevectors have the same magnitude, but instead consists of a periodic
array of domain walls in real space across which the order parameter changes sign
[36, 37]. The excess population of the majority spin species is thought to be localised
at the nodes of the order parameter.
When the results are extended to finite temperature it is found that the critical
chemical potential imbalance decreases with increasing temperature and that FFLO-
Normal phase boundary joins the BCS-Normal and BCS-FFLO ones at the tri-
critical point [38]. Near this point the FFLO-normal transition becomes weakly first
order - the co-efficient of the fourth order term in the Ginzburg-Landau expansion
vanishes in 3D [39].
Despite almost 50 years of experimental effort, experimental evidence for the exis-
tence of an FFLO state in 3D remains elusive, largely due to the dominance of the
orbital magnetic coupling over the Zeeman coupling. Further theoretical work has
also suggested that the FFLO phase is extremely fragile, and easily destroyed in the
presence of impurities [40, 41].
2.4.2 FFLO superconductors in two dimensions
Two dimensional FFLO states were not considered until about 30 years after their
three dimensional equivalents. They were proposed by H. Shimahara in a paper
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Figure 2.5: A qualitative picture of the full phase diagram of a two dimensional superconduc-
tor in the Pauli paramagnetic limit. Again, the dashed line corresponds to first
order phase transitions while the solid lines are second order ones. The FFLO-
normal phase boundary joins the BCS-normal and BCS-FFLO phase boundaries
at the tricritical point. In three dimensions the FFLO region is much narrower.
on superconductors with cylindrical Fermi surfaces [42]. This type of system was
suspected to be a better candidate for observing an FFLO due to the better nesting
of the two Fermi surfaces in two dimensions, and the possibility of suppressing the
orbital coupling of the magnetic field in eqn. 2.1 by orienting the magnetic field
parallel to the two dimensional plane.
Once again, the phase boundary will occur at the maximum h for which the following
equation is satisfied
0 ≥ 1
g
−
∫
d2k
(2pi)2
1−Θ(−ξ−k+Q/2,↑)−Θ(ξk+Q/2,↓)
2ξ
, (2.38)
where ξ is defined in eqn. 2.31. Again the integral is performed by restricting it to
a narrow region around the Fermi surface, giving
1
g
=

ν ln
(
4ωD
2h+(4h2−v2FQ2)
1
2
)
, if 2h ≤ vFQ
ν ln
(
4ωD
vFQ
)
, if 2h > vFQ
. (2.39)
This gives a different phase boundary to the 3D case, with
hc = ∆0 , (2.40)
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i.e. the critical chemical potential imbalance is equal to the BCS gap. The corre-
sponding pairing wavevector magnitude is also different,
Qc = 2
h
vF
, (2.41)
which is exactly equal to the naive estimate found by taking the difference of the
normal state up and down spin Fermi wavevectors.
When extended to finite temperature the FFLO-normal phase boundary joins the
others at the tri-critical point again, however this time it remains second order all
the way to the tri-critical point [39]. The finite temperature phase diagram can
be seen in fig. 2.5. Again the BCS-FFLO phase transition is first order and only
slightly below the Chandrasekhar-Clogston limit [43, 26].
There are several notable differences to the three dimensional case. The first two
have already been mentioned - the FFLO phase extends to higher chemical potential
imbalances, and hence occupies a wider region of the phase diagram in two dimen-
sions, and the magnitude of the pairing wavevector is exactly the naive estimate.
When the Ginzburg-Landau expansion is extended to higher orders it was found
that the structure of the FFLO order parameter was also more complicated. Due to
a divergence in the Fulde-Ferrell like term in the fourth order free energy expansion
at zero temperature, the most favoured state consists of an infinite superposition of
Qs lying on circle with radius Qc [44]. Near the tri-critical point the most favourable
order parameter was an LO type, as in three dimensions. Between these two limits
there is a series of phase transitions between increasingly complicated order param-
eter structures [44, 45].
The experimental situation for two dimensional FFLOs is only a slight improvement
over their three dimensional counterparts. While no absolutely conclusive evidence
for the FFLO state is known to exist, there are some hints that they may occur in
layered 2D superconductors, in particular CeCoIn5 [46, 47, 26], which has a high
electron effective mass to suppress the orbital coupling in eqn. 2.1, and also κ-
(BEDT-TTF)2Cu(NCS)2, an organic superconductor [48, 49]. Difficulties arise due
to the requirement of having the magnetic field exactly parallel to the two dimen-
sional superconducting layers in order to suppress the orbital coupling [50] ( which
is hard to achieve experimentally), other competing phases and the lack of a clear
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experimental signature associated with the FFLO phase.
2.5 Ultracold atomic Fermi gases
2.5.1 Condensates of trapped Fermi gases
Ultracold atomic Fermi gases offer an alternative avenue for exploring imbalanced
fermionic superconductivity. These systems consist of two species of fermionic
atoms, which can be either two different hyperfine states of the same atom species
or a mixture of two different atom species, confined to an optical trap and cooled to
nanokelvin temperatures, at which they condense into a superfluid state. The first
superfluids of this type were produced in 2003 using 6Li [51, 52, 53, 54] and 40K
atoms [55], and since then there has been an explosion of interest in these types of
system.
One of the main attractions of studying fermionic superfluidity in this setting is the
remarkable tunability that atomic Fermi gases possess. The most important example
of this is the ability to tune the interaction strength between the two different
species in the mixture. This is achieved by using Feshbach resonances, which can be
controlled by applying a magnetic field to the system [56]. The interaction strength
can be varied from the strongly interacting regime, where the atoms bind into bosonic
molecules which can undergo Bose-Einstein condensation, to a weakly interacting
one, where the atoms form loosely bound Cooper pairs [57, 58, 59]. Remarkably,
the same wavefunction can be used to describe the two regimes, with a smooth
crossover between them which is known as the BEC-BCS crossover [57, 58]. The
experimentally relevant quantity that parameterises the strength of the interaction
is the inverse s-wave scattering length of the resonance, a−1s , which is positive in the
BEC limit and negative in the BCS limit.
The geometry of the optical trap that confines the atoms can also be varied. By
making one or two of its dimensions particularly narrow, quasi-two dimensional and
quasi-one dimensional systems can be created.
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2.5.2 Population imbalanced ultracold fermi gases
An atomic Fermi gas analogue of the action in eqn. 2.1 can be engineered in order
to study magnetic type effects. The orbital coupling can be produced by rotating
the optical trap in which the atoms are confined [60, 61]. The population imbal-
ance can be controlled either by using a radio sweep to switch atoms between the
two hyperfine states in the mixture [62, 63], or by initially preparing the gas with
different numbers of each atom type. Crucially, unlike the superconducting case in
the previous sections, these can be tuned independently, making ultracold atomic
Fermi gases a seemingly ideal system to study imbalanced fermionic superfluidity
and realise an FFLO superfluid.
In recent years there has been a huge amount of research directed at studying this
type of system. The phase diagram in the inverse scattering-length (a−1s ) - popu-
lation imbalance fraction (P ) plane for a three dimensional system was one of the
first things calculated, using a variety of different methods including mean field the-
ory [64, 65, 66, 67], renormalisation [68] and density functional theory [69]. The
phase diagram is shown in fig. 2.6. The FFLO phase was found to occupy only a
small region on the BCS side of the BCS crossover, with the phase diagram being
dominated by phase separation. Phase separation consists of spatially separated
regions of BCS-like superfluid and normal state particles. In the BEC regime the
system is a magnetized superfluid - a BEC of molecules coexisting with the excess
unpaired fermions of the majority species. Experimentally, due to the optical traps
used being inhomogeneous, ring like structures consisting of the BCS superfluid,
phase separated and normal states are observed [63, 70, 71]. The FFLO superfluid
appears to be absent.
One possible reason for this is given by the effect of fluctuations on the FFLO
phase. The FFLO phase spontaneously breaks continuous translational and rota-
tional symmetries, as well as the U(1) phase symmetry associated with a superfluid.
The Goldstone modes associated with the former two broken symmetries are partic-
ularly soft, causing the order parameter associated with the FFLO phase to exhibit
only quasi-long range order at finite temperature. Interestingly, it is also thought to
exhibit a series of Kosterlitz-Thouless like vortex unbinding transitions, which var-
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Figure 2.6: A reproduction of the phase diagram for a three dimensional, s-wave, imbalanced
atomic Fermi gas in the inverse scattering length (a−1s )- population imbalance
fraction (P ) plane, calculated by Radzihovsky and Sheehy [72]. The balanced
BEC-BCS crossover superfluid phase is confined to the P = 0 line. Pc1 is
the phase boundary between the magnetised superfluid state (SFM ) and phase
separated region, Pc2 is the phase boundary between the phase separated region
and FFLO phase, and PFFLO is the phase boundary between the FFLO and
normal phases. The FFLO phase occupies only the small region marked in red.
iously restore different symmetries of the system. These largely replace the FFLO
region of the phase diagram with a series of superfluid and Fermi liquid states that
are analogous to nematic phases in liquid crystals [73, 74].
In two dimensions the situation is different. Mean field and Ginzburg-Landau cal-
culations by Conduit et al suggest that the FFLO phase occupies a larger region of
the phase diagram than in three dimensions [75]. An example of a phase diagram
they calculated for two equal mass fermion species can be seen in fig. 2.7. Instead of
parameterising the interaction strength with the s-wave scattering length as, the two
body binding energy (Eb, which is guaranteed to exist for an attractive interaction
in two dimensions) is used. This is large in the BEC limit and small in the BCS
limit. The enhancement of the FFLO phase is similar to the s-wave superconducting
case considered in the previous section, and is thought to be due to Fermi surface
nesting.
At finite temperatures the two dimension FFLO is always unstable towards a prolif-
eration of dislocations, completely replacing the FFLO region of the phase diagram
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Figure2.7:Thephasediagramforatwodimensional,s-wave,imbalancedatomicFermigas
inthetwobodyboundstate(Eb)-populationimbalancefraction(P)plane,cal-
culatedbyConduitetal[75].TheunitofenergyistakentobetheaverageFermi
energyofthetwofermionpopulations,EF.ThebalancedBEC-BCScrossover
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withliquidcrystallikesuperﬂuidandnormalphases[73]. Thesuperﬂuidliquid
crystalphasesarethenpredictedtoundergoafurthertwoKosterlitz-Thoulesstran-
sitionsatﬁnitetemperature,whichdestroythesuperﬂuidandnematicorder.
Inthisthesis,wewilconsidersimilarphenomenainelectron-holebilayerswithlong-
rangeCoulombattractionbetweenthepairingparticles,usingbothmeanﬁeldand
Ginzburg-Landautypeapproaches.TheeﬀectofscreeningtheCoulombinteraction
andthemassdiﬀerencebetweentheelectronsandholeswilbeinvestigated.
3. The
Chandrasekhar-Clogston
limit in electron-hole bilayers
3.1 Introduction
Electron-hole systems have long been considered a candidate for fermionic superflu-
idity [76, 77, 78, 79]. The combination of the small effective masses of the electrons
and holes and the long ranged nature of the Coulomb interaction between them
should result in a much higher critical temperature (Tc of the order 1 K [79]) than
atomic Fermi gases (Tc typically of the order 10 nK [55]). By controlling the den-
sities of electrons and holes it should also be possible to tune the behaviour of the
condensed phase from a Bose-Einstein condensate of tightly bound excitons to a
BCS type superfluid of weakly bound electron-hole pairs that are analogous to a
Cooper pair [78]. However, in a 3D semiconductor constant pumping is required
to maintain the electron and hole populations as they are free to recombine. Any
superfluidity will therefore be an inherently non-equilibrium phenomenon.
Bilayer quantum wells offer an alternative that can at least partially overcome this.
These consist of two parallel quantum wells with an electric field applied perpen-
dicular to them. This confines the electrons to one layer and holes to the other.
They may still recombine by tunnelling, but the timescale over which this occurs is
much longer than the thermalisation time within each layer [80]. It may therefore
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be considered as an equilibrium system. Fermionic superfluidity and the BEC-
BCS crossover should still be observable for sufficiently small interlayer spacing
[80, 81, 82], but now with the excitons being formed by interlayer pairs. Conden-
sates of this type have been observed in the quantum Hall regime - where a strong
magnetic field has been applied perpendicular to the plane of the bilayer quantum
wells [83, 84].
Another possible realisation can be achieved by coupling the electrons and holes in
a bilayer quantum well to light trapped in an optical microcavity. Condensation
of the coupled exciton-photon quasiparticles (exciton-polaritons) can then occur
[85, 86, 87, 88]. These quasiparticles have a much smaller effective mass than the
bare excitons, so have a correspondingly higher critical temperature. However, due
to constant photon loss from the microcavity, they require constant pumping and
are hence a non-equilibrium phenomenon.
Recently the ability to control the populations of electrons and holes in each layer
independently has been developed for gallium arsenide quantum wells [89, 90]. Each
of the two quantum wells in the GaAs-GaAlAs heterostructure is independently
contacted, allowing their gate voltages, which control the chemical potentials in each
layer, to be tuned independently. This opens up the possibility of having mismatched
electron and hole Fermi surfaces, allowing exotic types of electron-hole superfluidity
analogous to those predicted in superconducting and Fermi gas systems, such as the
Sarma and Fulde-Ferrell-Larkin-Ovchinnikov (FFLO) phases, to occur.
Early theoretical works examining this system have produced inconsistent and con-
tradictory conclusions. Two papers by Pieri et al. and Tanatar et al. calculated
a mean field phase diagram for the system in the canonical ensemble (where the
electron and hole populations in each layer are fixed), producing a rich phase dia-
gram that included the BCS type superfluid, FFLO and multiple types of the Sarma
phase [91, 92]. The possibility of an FFLO superfluid was not explicitly included in
their mean field calculation, but was instead associated with an instability in the free
energy in the Sarma phase. However, since the bilayer electron and hole populations
are controlled by a gate voltage, which controls the chemical potential in each layer
and not the population directly, the experimentally relevant phase diagram should
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Figure 3.1: A picture of the simplified independently contacted electron - hole bilayer consid-
ered in this section. The upper layer of holes has chemical potential µh = µ+ h
while the lower layer of electrons has µe = µ − h. The interlayer separation, d,
is taken to be 1 throughout.
be calculated in the grand canonical ensemble.
The grand canonical ensemble mean field phase diagram was calculated by Ya-
mashita et al. [93]. It contained both BCS and FFLO superfluid regions, with
a Sarma phase region only appearing at extreme electron-hole effective mass im-
balances. Unfortunately, their phase diagram disagreed strongly with the results of
another paper by Parish et al., which only considered the extreme population imbal-
ance situation, with only one particle in one of the quantum well layers [94]. In this
paper it was shown analytically that the system would always form a bound state
for an unscreened interlayer Coulomb interaction, whereas the FFLO region phase
diagram of Yamashita et al did not extend all the way up to the fully imbalanced
regime.
The simplified picture of these independently contacted bilayers used in this thesis
can be seen in fig. 3.1. It consists of two parallel quantum wells separated by a
distance d; one with holes at a chemical potential of µh = µ+h and one of electrons
with chemical potential µe = µ−h. It is assumed that the wells are sufficiently thin
so that only the lowest (principal quantum number= 1) quantum well sub-bands are
populated.
In this chapter the mean field theory of a BCS type (particles with opposite momenta
paired) superfluid state in electron-hole bilayers with a chemical potential imbalance
will be derived. This will lead to a free energy and self consistent equation that is
similar to the BCS gap equation. The self consistent equation will then be solved
numerically to map out a limited phase diagram of the system with the calculation of
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the equivalent of the Chandrasekhar-Clogston limit (chemical potential imbalance
at which superfluidity breaks down) being the main aim. The traditional BCS
superfluid and the more exotic Sarma superfluid will be distinguished by calculating
the population imbalance in any superfluid phase that occurs.
The possibility of electron-hole pairs having a non-zero total momentum and forming
an FFLO superfluid will not be considered until the next chapter. The spin and
spin orbit coupling of the electrons and holes will also be neglected, leaving out
the possibility of forming an exciton-condensate ferromagnet [95] or a topological
exciton condensate [96, 97].
3.2 Units
It is convenient to introduce a system of units in which many of the quantities
appearing in the theory are of O(1). To this end the unit of energy is taken to be
the exciton Rydberg, E0 given by:
E0 =
e2
a0
:= 1 . (3.1)
a0 is the exciton Bohr radius, which is taken as the unit of length
a0 =
~2
me2
:= 1 . (3.2)
m is the unit of mass, taken as the reduced mass of the electrons and holes
2
m
=
1
me
+
1
mh
:= 2 . (3.3)
It is also useful to define the mass ratio α as
α =
mh
me
(3.4)
The individual mass picture can easily be switched back to using
mh =
(1 + α)
2
me =
(1 + α)
2α
(3.5)
Two other useful quantities are the dimensionless interparticle spacing, rs, which is
a measure of the average distance between electrons and holes, and the population
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imbalance fraction, δ. These are related to the particle density, n, and the density
imbalance, δn by
rs =
√
2
npi
δ =
δn
n
. (3.6)
3.3 Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation
The superfluid phase can be described using a mean field theory. To do this an
order parameter, ∆ is introduced, which is zero in the normal phase and non-zero
in the superfluid phase. The free energy of the system is then written in terms of
this order parameter, then minimised with respect to it. This results in a set of
self-consistent equations that are very similar to the BCS gap equation. These are
then solved numerically, and used to calculate the free energy for comparison to the
normal phase. By iterating this procedure at different layer chemical potentials we
can find the chemical potential imbalance above which the superfluid phase becomes
higher in energy than the normal state (the Chandrasekhar-Clogston limit).
The starting point for the mean field theory is the imaginary time action of the
electron hole bilayer, S. Here the intralayer Coulomb interaction is neglected - it is
assumed that it has been taken into account in the effective masses of the electrons
and holes, and in the Thomas-Fermi screening wavelength.
S[ψ,ψ] =
∑
σ=e/h
∫ β
0
dτ
∫
d2r ψσ(r, τ)(∂τ + ξσ)ψσ(r, τ)
−
∫ β
0
dτ
∫
d2r
∫
d2r′ ψh(r, τ)ψe(r
′, τ)V (r− r′)ψe(r′, τ)ψh(r, τ) .
(3.7)
The single particle energies, ξσ, are taken to be quadratic and given by
ξσ =
pˆ2
2mσ
− µ− σzh , (3.8)
where σz = ±1 for holes and electrons respectively. µ is the average chemical
potential of the layers and h is the chemical potential imbalance. The interlayer
Coulomb interaction is given in this system of units by
V (r− r′) = 1√|r− r′|2 + d2 , (3.9)
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where d is the interlayer spacing. The action will be used to calculate the partition
function Z, given by the functional integral
Z =
∫
D[ψ,ψ]e−S[ψ,ψ] , (3.10)
and the free energy
F = − 1
β
lnZ . (3.11)
The action is Fourier transformed to k-space by assuming periodic boundary condi-
tions, with a system area of A, and using
ψσ(r, τ) =
1√
A
∑
k
ψkσ(τ)e
ik.x (3.12)
ψσ(r, τ) =
1√
A
∑
k
ψkσ(τ)e
−ik.x (3.13)
V (r) =
∑
k
Vke
ik.r (3.14)
The imaginary time dependence of the fields has been kept for now - it will later
add a non-trivial prefactor to the partition function which adds to the free energy.
The k-space form of the interlayer interaction is given by
Vk =
2pi
A
e−|k|d
|k|+ kTF . (3.15)
Screening effects have been included here in the simplest way by introducing a
Thomas-Fermi wavevector kTF . The origin of this comes from taking the static,
long wavelength limit of the screened interlayer Coulomb interaction calculated from
the random phase approximation (RPA, see appendix). Within that approximation
kTF would depend only on the interlayer spacing, and have no dependence on the
electron and hole densities - unlike the three dimensional equivalent. However, it
has been left as a free variable here, since the RPA is well known to overestimate the
effect of screening in electron hole bilayers [98, 99]. The inclusion of a non-zero kTF
also removes the small k divergence in the bare Coulomb interaction. The screening
can also be affected by metallic gates near the bilayer.
As we are considering the Chandrasekhar-Clogston limit only the electron hole inter-
action between pairs with opposite momenta needs to be considered. This simplifies
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the action to
S[ψ,ψ] =
∫ β
0
dτ
∑
k,σ
ψkσ(∂τ + ξkσ)ψkσ −
∑
kk′
Vk−k′ψkhψ−keψ−k′eψk′h
 . (3.16)
Vk−k′ can be regarded as a matrix in its two momentum labels, k and k′, and ξkσ
is the Fourier transform of the single particle energy operator, eqn. 3.8,
ξkσ =
k2
2mσ
− µ− σzh . (3.17)
In its current form this action is not particularly useful. The quadratic interaction
term makes it impossible to calculate the functional integral required to get the
partition function. To overcome this we introduce a new collective field, ∆k, assumed
to be slowly varying in imaginary time, with action
S∆[∆,∆] =
∫ β
0
dτ
∑
kk′
∆k(τ)V
−1
k−k′∆k′(τ) , (3.18)
where V −1k−k′ is the matrix inverse of Vk−k′ satisfying∑
k′
Vk−k′V −1k′−k′′ = δk,k′ . (3.19)
This collective field will take the role of the static order parameter of any superfluid
phase of the system - it will be zero in the normal phase and nonzero in the superfluid
phase.
Due to the momentum dependence of the interlayer Coulomb interaction it cannot
be assumed that the collective field is just as constant as it was in BCS theory. The
full momentum dependence must be accounted for. The collective fields are then
shifted in the following way
∆k → ∆k +
∑
k′′
Vk−k′′ψ−k′′eψk′′h (3.20)
∆k′ → ∆k′ +
∑
k′′′
Vk′−k′′′ψk′′′hψ−k′′′e (3.21)
so the collective field action then becomes
S∆[∆,∆] =
∫ β
0
dτ
[∑
kk′
∆kV
−1
k−k′∆k′ +
∑
k
(∆kψ−khψke + ∆kψkeψ−kh)
+
∑
k,k′
Vk−k′ψ−khψkeψk′eψ−k′h
]
.
(3.22)
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The last term cancels the interacting term in the fermionic action, leaving one which
is quadratic in fermionic fields.
S[ψ,ψ,∆,∆] = S[ψ,ψ] + S∆[∆,∆]
=
∫ β
0
dτ
[∑
kk′
∆kV
−1
k−k′∆k′ +
∑
k
ΨkG
−1
k Ψk
]
.
(3.23)
The fermion fields have been rewritten using the Nambu spinor notation,
Ψk =
(
ψkh(τ), ψ−ke(τ)
)t
, (3.24)
and the inverse Green’s function is
G−1k =
∂τ + ξkh ∆k
∆k −∂τ − ξke
 . (3.25)
There is a subtlety here - by writing the Nambu spinors at equal imaginary time the
time slices must be rearranged in the partition function. This introduces an extra
prefactor to Z (see Stoof et al. [16] for details). Once this has been done it is safe
to transform to Matsubara frequency space using
ψkσ(τ) =
1√
β
∑
n
ψkσe
−iωnτ (3.26)
ψkσ(τ) =
1√
β
∑
n
ψkσe
iωnτ . (3.27)
The ‘three vector’ k = (ωn,k) has been introduced to simplify the notation. We also
assume that the collective field, ∆, is independent of τ .
The action is now quadratic in the fermion operators so they can be integrated out
to give the collective field action
S[∆,∆] = β
∑
kk′
∆kV
−1
k−k′∆k′ −
∑
k
tr ln G−1k . (3.28)
Again, the functional integral in eqn. 3.10 that gives the partition function of this
action cannot be calculated exactly, so further approximations are required.
3.4 Mean field theory
To proceed from eqn. 3.28 the functional integral in eqn. 3.10 is replaced by the
maximum value of its integrand so that
Z = e−β
∑
k ξkee−Smin , (3.29)
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where the prefactor comes from the equal time limiting procedure. This results in
the free energy
F =
∑
kk′
∆kV
−1
kk′∆k +
∑
k
ξke − 1
β
∑
k
ln det G−1k . (3.30)
The frequency sum in the final term can be performed to give
F =
∑
kk′
∆†kV
−1
kk′∆k +
∑
k
(
ξ+k − Ek
)−∑
k,σ
1
β
ln
(
1 + e−β(Ek+σzξ
−
k )
)
, (3.31)
where fD is the Fermi-Dirac distribution,
ξ±k =
1
2
(ξkh ± ξke) (3.32)
and
Ek =
√
(ξ+k )
2 + |∆k|2 . (3.33)
ξ+k is the average of the electron and hole single particle energies at a given k, which
is independent of h, and ξ−k is the electron and hole single particle energy imbalance
at a given k, which is independent of µ. It is useful to define the following two
energies
E±k = Ek ± ξ−k . (3.34)
These are the quasiparticle energies of the superfluid state, which can be seen from
the fact that they are the values of iω for which the determinant of the inverse
Green’s function, G−1k , in eqn. 3.28 vanishes. This is equivalent to them being poles
of the Green’s function. The collective field, ∆, takes the position of the energy gap
in BCS theory, and will therefore often be referred to as the gap function or order
parameter. The minimisation of the action required for the mean field approximation
is equivalent to minimising this free energy. It results in a self consistent equation
for ∆ that is very similar to the BCS gap equation,
∆k =
∑
k′
Vk−k′
∆k′
2Ek′
(
1− fD(E+k )− fD(E -k)
)
. (3.35)
The only h dependence in this term comes in the Fermi-Dirac distributions, which
will be important when solving the equation at a fixed average chemical potential.
This is equivalent to
∆k =
∑
k′
Vk−k′〈ψ−k′,eψk′,h〉 , (3.36)
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which can be derived by adding terms linear in ψk,σ and ψk,σ to the action be-
fore integrating out the fermion fields, then differentiating the resulting ‘generating’
functional by the coefficients of these terms.
Equation 3.35 can be used to eliminate the interaction dependent terms in the free
energy, which will be useful when numerically calculating it
F =
∑
k
|∆k|2
2Ek
(
1− fD(E+k )− fD(E -k)
)
+
∑
k
(
ξ+k − Ek
)
−
∑
k,σ
1
β
ln
(
1 + e−β(Ek+σzξ
−
k )
)
.
(3.37)
In the zero temperature limit (β →∞) both the Fermi Dirac distributions and the
logarithms in the final term become step functions.
The number density and imbalance can be calculated from the free energy using
n = −∂F
∂µ
=
∑
k
[
1− ξ
+
k
Ek
(
1− fD(E+k )− fD(E -k)
)]
(3.38)
and
δn = −∂F
∂h
=
∑
k
(
fD(E+k )− fD(E -k)
)
. (3.39)
These will be used for converting from the grand canonical ensemble to the canonical
ensemble in order to compare the results with those found in the work of Pieri et al.
and Tanatar et al.[91, 92].
From eqn. 3.39 we can immediately see that if the quasiparticle energies are both
always greater than zero there will be no population imbalance in the superfluid
state, and hence the superfluid will be of the BCS type. If any of the quasiparticle
energies are negative though, the population imbalance will be nonzero and the
superfluid will be of the Sarma type - a superfluid region in k-space co-existing with
regions of unpaired electrons and holes.
3.5 Numerical methods
The e-h superfluid phase will be favoured at a given µ and h if two conditions are
met. Firstly there must be non-zero solutions to eqn. 3.35, i.e. the gap function
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must not be zero. Secondly the free energy in eqn. 3.37 must be lower than the free
energy of the normal state, given at zero temperature by
FN
A
= −mh
4pi
(µ+ h)2Θ(µ+ h)− me
4pi
(µ− h)2Θ(µ− h) . (3.40)
These two conditions can be used to map out a phase diagram for the system.
Equation 3.40 can be used to divide the normal state into 3 different regions. When
both µ+ h and µ− h are both less than zero then the free energy is zero and there
are no particles present. This is called the zero particle (ZP) phase. When only one
of µ+h or µ−h is greater than zero there will only be particles present in one of the
two layers, but not in the other. This is therefore referred to as the fully polarised
(FP) phase. Finally, when both µ+ h and µ− h are greater than zero there will be
particles present in both layers, though not necessarily with equal populations. This
is the partially polarised (PP) phase. The transitions between these three phases
are all continuous (second order).
To solve the gap equation and calculate the superfluid free energy it is assumed
that the gap function is s-wave - it only depends on the magnitude of k and has no
angular dependence. The only angular dependence in the gap equation (eqn. 3.35)
is then in the interaction, Vk−k′ , so eqn. 3.35 simplifies (in the continuum limit) to
∆k =
∫ Λ
0
dk′
2pi
k′Vk−k′∆k′
2Ek′
(
1−Θ(−E+k’)−Θ(−E -k’)
)
, (3.41)
where
Vk−k′ =
∫ 2pi
0
dθ
e−|k−k′|d
|k− k′|+ kTF , (3.42)
with θ the angle between the vector k and k′, and Λ is an imposed high momentum
cutoff. Equation 3.41 is then discretised and solved iteratively, starting from a guess,
for different values of the chemical potentials. The free energy per unit area is then
calculated by converting eqn. 3.37 to an integral. This is then compared with FN/A
to map out the phase diagram in the µ− h plane.
The density and imbalance densities at these solutions are also calculated after
taking the continuum limit. The later is used to check whether the superfluid phase
is of the BCS or Sarma type.
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3.6 Phase diagrams
3.6.1 Equal masses (α = 1)
Example phase diagrams in the µ−h plane for a range of Thomas-Fermi wavevectors,
kTF , for mass ratio, α, = 1 are shown in fig. 3.2. All three share some common
features.
Firstly let us discuss the stability of the superfluid phase in the grand canonical
ensemble phase diagrams, shown in fig. 3.2. The superfluid (SF) phase occupies a
teardrop shaped region centered on the line h = 0. The phase diagram is unchanged
under the transformation h→ −h due to the electron-hole symmetry of the bilayer
when the effective masses are equal. Below some critical µ = µc, which is kTF
dependent and negative, there is no SF phase - there are no nontrivial solutions
to the gap equation there. At a fixed µ above µc the SF region is lower in energy
than the normal state for a chemical potential imbalance lying between two critical
values - ±hc1. This is the Chandrasekhar-Clogston limit. As a function of µ, hc1
initially increases as µ is increased above µc, before reaching a maximum and then
decreasing again. This is very different behaviour to that found for an s-wave,
Feshbach resonant 2D Fermi gas with a short ranged contact interaction, where the
width of the SF region always increased with increasing µ [75]. The phase transition
at hc1 between the SF and one of the normal phases (fully polarised, FP, or partially
polarised, PP) is first order, since non-zero solutions to the gap equation exist in
the normal regions, but are higher in energy than the normal states. There is a
second order phase transition between the zero particle (ZP) normal phase and the
SF though. While the width of the SF region of the phase diagram decreases in the
BCS limit, it never reaches the line h = 0 since the Fermi surfaces for equal fermion
populations are always unstable towards a superfluid phase in the presence of an
arbitrarily weak attractive interaction.
Now let us turn to the magnitude of the gap function in the superfluid phase (see
fig. 3.3). Firstly, consider varying µ with the chemical potential imbalance fixed to be
zero (this is the value at which the electron and hole Fermi surfaces are equal in the
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Figure3.2:Phasediagramsforuniform,s-wavesuperﬂuidsforthecaseofequalelectron
andholemasses(α=1)intheµ-hplane.Thevariousphasesare:Zeroparticle
(ZP),fulypolarisednormalstate(FP),partialypolarisednormalstate(PP)
andsuperﬂuid(SF).Thesolidblacklinesaresecondorderphasetransitions.
TheChandrasekhar-Clogstonlimitsareindicatedbythedottedbluelines,and
areﬁrstorderphasetransitions.
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Figure 3.3: The s-wave gap functions at various kTF and µ for the equal mass (α = 1) case.
Note the crossover in behaviour from the BEC regime at low µ, where ∆ is
peaked at k = 0, to the BCS regime at high µ, where it is peaked at k ≈ Fermi
wavevector and its maximum is lower. In the kTF = 0.5 diagram the µ = 2.0 is
too small to be easily seen.
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Figure 3.4: The minima of the two branches of the quasiparticle excitation spectra (E±k =
Ek±ξ−k ) at the SF-Normal phase boundary as a function of µ. These will be the
minimum values reached in the whole SF region. Since the quasiparticle energies
are always positive there will be no population imbalance in the SF phase, and
hence no Sarma phase region in the phase diagram.
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normal state). At low µ the gap function is peaked at k = 0, and its maximum value
initially increases as µ is increased above µc up to some µ where it begins to decrease.
This value of µ is approximately the µ at which hc1 is maximised. The width of the
order parameter peak is also at its maximum in this range of µ, indicating that the
electron-hole pairs are tightly bound in real space. This is the BEC regime. When
µ is increased further the maximum of the gap function decreases and its position
shifts to approximately the Fermi wavevector. The width of the gap function’s
peak also decreases, indicating that in real space the separation of the electrons and
holes that pair up has increased. This is similar to a BCS superconductor, where
the superconducting energy gap is nonzero only near the Fermi surface and the up
and down spin electrons making up the Cooper pairs have a large average spatial
separation. This regime is therefore known as the BCS limit.
This behaviour can be explained by the momentum dependence of the interaction
between the electrons and holes. This is long ranged in real space (see eqn. 3.9), but
short ranged in k-space, decaying exponentially with k-space distance (eqn. 3.15).
Therefore, as µ is increased and the Fermi wavevector increases with it the interac-
tion between electrons and holes with opposite momentum that are near the Fermi
surface decreases in strength. This explains the decrease in the maximum value of
the gap function. Since the electron and hole are now bound more weakly, their size
in real space will increase, resulting in the narrowing of the gap function’s peak.
Now consider the gap function at a fixed µ and varying the chemical potential im-
balance. Within the SF region of the phase diagrams the gap function is unchanged
from its h = 0 value at nonzero h. The explanation for this lies in the zero tem-
perature gap equation, eqn. 3.41. The only h dependence of this equation comes
in the step functions of the quasiparticle energies. If the quasiparticle energies are
always greater than zero, then these step functions are zero and the gap equation is
identical to its h = 0 form, so therefore will have identical solutions. The minima
of the quasiparticle energies at hc1 (which is the lowest value they takes in the SF
region) is shown in fig. 3.4 . It is always positive, hence the gap equation remains
unchanged as h is varied at fixed µ.
The change in the gap function with µ and its lack of change with h are consistent
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with the variation of hc with µ in the phase diagram. Since the quasiparticle energies
are greater than zero, the energy of the SF phase given by the zero temperature limit
of eqn. 3.37 is only a function of µ and the gap function. This energy increases (i.e.
becomes less negative) as the magnitude of the gap function is decreased, reducing
the difference in energy between the normal and SF phases, and therefore hc1.
The effect of increasing the Thomas-Fermi screening wavevector on the gap function
and the quasiparticle energies be seen in fig. 3.3, with the screening being increased
from the top figure to the bottom. The result of increasing the screening is to
reduce both the maximum of the gap function and the minimum of the quasiparticle
energies, though never below zero. In turn this results in a decrease in hc1 in the
phase diagrams, which can be seen in the fig. 3.2.
The phase diagram in the grand canonical ensemble can be converted to the canon-
ical ensemble by calculating the average number density and number density imbal-
ance in the system using eqn. 3.38 and 3.39. Due to the electron-hole symmetry of
the equal mass system the phase diagram will be symmetric in the line δ = 0. A
phase diagram in the rs − δ plane can then be plotted using the definitions given
in eqn. 3.6. The results of this can be seen in fig. 3.5. Since the quasi-particle
excitation energies in the SF phase are always positive (fig.3.4), the step functions
in eqn. 3.39 are always zero, and hence there is no population imbalance in the SF
phase. This means that the superfluid is always the BCS type, never of the Sarma
type, and also restricts the SF region to the line δ = 0 in the canonical ensemble
phase diagrams. The SF-PP phase boundary in the µ-h plane maps onto the blue
dotted lines in these diagrams, giving a jump in the population imbalance at the
PP-SF phase transition. This is consistent with this phase boundary being a first
order phase transition. The PP phase boundary only touches the SF region deep in
the BCS limit (rs → 0), and curves away from the SF line in the BEC limit. It is
not present deep in the BEC limit (rs → ∞) since this is where there is a SF-FP
phase transition in the µ-h plane phase diagrams. As the screening is increased the
PP phase extends to higher rs. Due to the electron-hole symmetry of the equal mass
system the phase diagram is symmetric in the line δ = 0.
The region between the SF and PP phases is occupied by a phase separated region
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(PS), where a spatially separated SF and PP phase coexist, analogous to liquid-
gas phase transitions and imbalanced atomic Fermi gas superfluids. However, this
is probably an artefact of ignoring the residual interactions between electron-hole
pairs. Since the electrons are confined to one layer and holes the other electron-hole
pairs will form dipoles which will all have the same orientation, and hence will repel
each other. Therefore phase separation is suppressed. What really occupies this
part of the phase diagram cannot be calculated within the framework of the mean
field theory in this chapter and remains an open question. It is possible that an
FFLO like superfluid will replace some of this region, and this possibility will be
considered in the next chapter.
3.6.2 Realistic case (α = 4)
When the more realistic electron hole mass ratio (α = 4) is used, several of the
features of the equal mass case are altered. Examples of the phase diagrams in the
grand-canonical ensemble, with the same values of the variables shown in the equal
mass case, can be seen in fig. 3.6.
The main difference is that the SF region is no longer centered on the h = 0 line.
This is due the difference in the electron and hole masses, which breaks the electron-
hole symmetry present in the α = 1 case. The chemical potentials in each layer must
then be different to obtain equal electron and hole populations in the normal state.
In general the chemical potential imbalance required for equal populations is
heq =
(
1− α
1 + α
)
µ , (3.43)
which in this case gives
heq = −0.6µ . (3.44)
The width of the SF region around this line, however, retains similar behaviour as
the previous case - it decreases in width at high chemical potentials, though never
quite reaching the equal population line. This is again due to the inherent instability
of the population balanced normal phase in the presence of an attractive interaction.
It also decreases in width as the screening is increased.
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Figure3.6:Phasediagramsforuniform,s-wavesuperﬂuidsforrealisticelectronandhole
masses(α=4).Thevariousphasesaresuperﬂuid(SF)andpartialypolarised
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Figure 3.7: The s-wave gap functions at various kTF and µ for α = 4. Note the crossover
in behaviour from the BEC regime at low µ, where ∆ is peaked at k = 0, to
the BCS regime at high µ, where it is peaked at k ≈ Fermi wavevector and the
maximum is lower. These gap functions are identical to those calculated for the
equal mass case.
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Figure 3.8: The minima of the two branches of the quasiparticle excitation spectra (E±k =
Ek± ξ−k ) at the SF-Normal phase boundaries as a function of µ for several kTF .
There are two sets of curves corresponding to the energies at the phase bound-
aries between the SF and hole-excess PP normal phase, and SF and electron-
excess PP normal phase. These will be the minimum values reached in the
whole SF region. Since the quasiparticle energies are always positive there is no
population imbalance, and hence no Sarma phase.
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The behaviour of the gap function is the same as that for the equal mass case,
and can be seen in fig. 3.7. In fact, the gap functions in the SF phase at a given
chemical potential are exactly the same, which can be seen by comparing fig. 3.7 and
fig. 3.3. The quasi-particle energies, however, are different and their minima at the
SF-normal phase boundary can be seen in fig. 3.8. Unlike the equal mass case, the
quasiparticle energies depend on which species is in excess, hence why there are 4
sets of data shown in each sub-figure. Despite this, none of them are ever negative.
This results in the gap function being independent of h again in the SF phase.
The reason for the lack of mass ratio dependence of the gap function can be explained
by the self consistent gap equation, eqn. 3.35. The only parts of this equation that
involve α are the step functions of the quasiparticle energies, and since these are
always positive they are always zero. The gap equation therefore depends only on
the reduced mass, which is set to unit in the system of units used here. The free
energy of the superfluid state is likewise independent of α, but the normal free
energy is not, resulting in the phase boundary being asymmetric around the equal
population line.
Physically, this can be explained by the geometry of the equal population Fermi
surfaces. The chemical potential imbalance required for this is given by eqn. 3.43.
The Fermi wavevector will be the same for both the electron and hole Fermi surfaces,
and is given by
kF =
√
2mh(µ+ heq)
=
√
(1 + α)
(
1 +
(1− α)
(1 + α)
)
µ
=
√
2µ .
(3.45)
This is independent of α, so the Fermi surfaces for different α will be the same
size at the same average chemical potential. The interaction strength between the
pairs near the surface will therefore be the same and, as long as the quasiparticle
energies are always positive, the self consistent equation will be the same, resulting
in identical solutions.
The mass imbalance of the layers results in the canonical ensemble phase diagrams,
shown in fig. 3.9, no longer being symmetric about the δ = 0 line. The SF phase
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Figure3.9:Phasediagramsforuniform,s-wavesuperﬂuidsforrealisticelectronandhole
masses(α=4)inthers-δplane.Thevariousphasesarelabeledinthesame
wayasﬁg.3.2,withtheadditionofaphaseseparated(PS)region.
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is still restricted to zero population imbalance, since the quasiparticle energies are
always positive, but the PP normal state extends further into the BEC limit when
the heavy particle is in excess. The problem of what type of phase occupies the PS
region remains.
3.7 Discussion
The results presented in the previous section differ from those found by Pieri et al.
and Tanatar et al. In particular no Sarma phase is observed - the superfluid or nor-
mal phase was always found to be lower in energy in the regions where Sarma type
solution to the gap equation existed. The reason for this difference was touched on in
the introduction - in those papers the calculations were carried out in the canonical
ensemble, with the number and imbalance equations used to self consistently deter-
mine the chemical potentials required in the gap equation. However, the uniqueness
of these chemical potentials in the whole phase diagram was not considered - the
same chemical potentials can occur at multiple points in different phases in the rs−δ
plane.
The results calculated here also differ drastically from those calculated for a 2D
atomic Fermi gas with a contact interaction [75]. There the width of the superfluid
phase was found to always increase with µ in the BCS limit (see fig. 3.10). The
superfluid gap, which was constant in k−space, was also found to increase with
increasing chemical potential. The reason for these differences is the difference in
the range of the attractive interaction in the two systems. As discussed in the
previous section, the interlayer Coulomb interaction is long ranged in real space,
and therefore short ranged in k-space, resulting in a decrease in the maximum of the
order parameter at high µ, and hence a decrease in the width of the SF region of
the phase diagram. In the atomic gas the interaction is short ranged in real space,
and long ranged in k-space - in fact it is just a constant. This results in the gap
function increasing with increasing chemical potential, and hence the width of the
SF region of the phase diagram increasing.
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Figure3.10:Phasediagramfora2D,imbalanced,s-wave,atomicFermigaswithequal
massupanddownspinatoms,consideringonlyuniformsuperﬂuidphases,
calculatedbyConduitetal.[75].Eb,the2bodybindingenergyoftheFeshbach
resonance,istheunitofenergy.NotethatthewidthoftheSFregionincreases
withincreasingµ,whichisverydiﬀerentfromtheelectron-holebilayercase
calculatedinthischapter.
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In summary, this chapter has presented mean field calculations for a BCS type
superfluid in imbalanced electron-hole bilayers. These calculations were performed
in the grand canonical ensemble, unlike previous work on this subject, which has
been done in the canonical ensemble. Screening effects were included by adding a
simple Thomas-Fermi wavevector to the interlayer interaction. The results replace
the two different Sarma phase regions found by Tanatar et al. with a phase separated
region. This region is not expected to exist in the phase diagram of the real system
due to the dipole repulsion between pairs of electron-hole pairs. The possibility of
forming electron-hole pairs at finite total momentum to form an FFLO superfluid
has not been considered. This possibility will be investigated in the next chapter.
4. Mean field theory of the
FFLO state in electron-hole
bilayers
4.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter only the possibility of forming a uniform superfluid, con-
sisting of electron hole pairs with zero total momentum, was considered. However,
when the electron and hole Fermi surfaces are unequal it is natural to also consider
a superfluid state consisting of electron-hole pairs with nonzero total momentum
which is analogous to the FFLO phase in superconductors. In this chapter the
mean-field theory will be extended to include the possibility of non-zero total mo-
mentum interlayer excitons being formed, and this will be used to calculate a more
complete phase diagram of the superfluid phases of the bilayer system, as well as
other interesting quantities in the system - such as its population imbalance and the
total momentum of the electron hole pairs.
This is not the first attempt to calculate the mean field phase diagram of these
systems. Previously mean field theory has been used by Yamashita et al. to calculate
a phase diagram for an unscreened interlayer Coulomb interaction [93], and the
behaviour in the fully imbalanced limit (one particle in the minority species layer)
has been calculated by Parish et al., both for the unscreened and screened interlayer
interaction [94]. Unfortunately these two approaches have not produced compatible
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results - the latter predicting that an FFLO phase should extend all the way to
the fully imbalanced limit for an unscreened Coulomb interaction, while the former
has the FFLO-normal phase boundary occurring before full imbalance is achieved
in the BCS (high average chemical potential) limit. A further paper by Pieri et al.
calculated the phase diagram in the canonical ensemble, identifying the FFLO phase
with an instability in the Sarma phase [91]. However, as discussed in the previous
chapter, the electron and hole populations in the bilayer are controlled using a gate
voltage, meaning that particles can flow into and out of the bilayer from the rest
of the system. The grand canonical ensemble is therefore the more experimentally
relevant one.
The aim of this chapter is therefore to try and resolve this discrepancy, and also to
study the effect of screening the interlayer interaction and changing the electron-
hole mass ratio on the mean field phase diagram. Firstly the mean field theory of
finite total momentum exciton superfluids will be derived. This will then be solved
numerically to map out a phase diagram in the average layer chemical potential
(µ) - chemical potential imbalance (h) plane for different strengths of screening
and different mass ratios. Some of the properties of the FFLO phase will then be
calculated including the order parameter and the excitation spectrum.
Once again the system of units used in this chapter will be the exciton Bohr radius,
aB, for length, the exciton Rydberg, RB, for energy and the reduced mass of the
electron and hole for the mass. The mass ratio, α, is also defined as the hole mass
divided by the electron mass.
4.2 Mean field theory
The derivation of the mean field theory for the FFLO state proceeds in a similar
way to that of the superfluid state in the previous chapter, though inevitably with
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a few complications. The starting point is once again the imaginary time action
S[ψ,ψ] =
∑
σ=e/h
∫ β
0
dτ
∫
d2r ψσ(r, τ)(∂τ + ξσ)ψσ(r, τ)
−
∫ β
0
dτ
∫
d2r
∫
d2r′ ψh(r, τ)ψe(r
′, τ)V (r− r′)ψe(r′, τ)ψh(r, τ) ,
(4.1)
where all the quantities involved are defined in the same way. However, when Fourier
transforming this action the interaction term is no longer restricted to being just
between electron-hole pairs of opposite momenta. They are now allowed to have an
overall net momentum, Q. There are multiple equivalent ways this net momentum
can be included, but here the following ‘symmetric’ representation is used
S[ψ,ψ] =
∫ β
0
dτ
[∑
k,σ
ψkσ(∂τ + ξkσ)ψkσ
+
∑
kk′Q
Vk−k′ψ−k+Q/2,hψk+Q/2,eψk′+Q/2,eψ−k′+Q/2,h
]
,
(4.2)
with the single particle energies being given by
ξkσ =
k2
2mσ
− µ− σzh , (4.3)
and the imaginary time dependence of the fermion fields hidden for notational con-
venience.
The interacting part of eqn. 4.2 is decoupled in a similar way to the previous chapter
by introducing a Hubbard-Stratonovich field ∆. However, to account for the nonzero
total momentum of the pairs it must have two momentum labels - one for the relative
momentum and one for the total momentum. The action of this field is then given
by
S∆[∆,∆] =
∫ β
0
dτ
∑
kk′Q
∆kQ(τ)V
−1
k−k′∆k′Q(τ) . (4.4)
This is shifted using
∆kQ → ∆kQ +
∑
k′′
Vk−k′′ψk′′+Q/2eψ−k′′+Q/2h (4.5)
∆k′Q → ∆k′Q +
∑
k′′′
Vk′−k′′′ψ−k′′′+Q/2hψk′′′+Q/2e . (4.6)
The interaction term is therefore cancelled, leaving the action quadratic in fermion
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fields
S[∆,∆, ψ, ψ] =
∫ β
0
dτ
[∑
kk′
∑
Q
∆kQV
−1
k−k′∆k′Q +
∑
kσ
ψkσ(∂τ + ξkσ)ψkσ
+
∑
kQ
(∆kQψ−k+Q/2hψk+Q/2e + ∆kQψk+Q/2eψ−k+Q/2h)
]
.
(4.7)
The Hubbard-Stratonovich field is assumed to be independent of imaginary time
and the fermion fields are transformed to Matsubara space using
ψkσ(τ) =
∑
n
ψkσe
−iωnτ ψkσ(τ) =
∑
n
ψkσe
iωnτ (4.8)
altering the action to
S[∆,∆, ψ, ψ] =β
∑
kk′Q
∆kQV
−1
k−k′∆k′Q +
∑
kσ
ψkσ(−iωn + ξkσ)ψkσ
+
∑
kQ
(∆kQψ−k+Q/2hψk+Q/2e + ∆kQψk+Q/2eψ−k+Q/2h)
]
.
(4.9)
The ‘three vector’ k = (ωn,k) has been introduced to simplify the notation.
In principle the fermion fields can now be integrated out to give an action of the
form
S[∆,∆] = β
∑
kk′Q
∆kQV
−1
k−k′∆k′Q − tr lnG−1 . (4.10)
This, however, turns out to be effectively impossible in general. It can only be easily
done in the simplest cases, where the Q sum is restricted to a single total momentum
(the Fulde-Ferrell (FF) state). In that case the quadratic fermionic part of equation
4.9 can be written in the form
Sferm =
∑
k
ΨkG
−1
k Ψk , (4.11)
where
Ψk =
ψ−k+Q/2,h
ψk+Q/2,e
 Ψk =
ψ−k+Q/2,h
ψk+Q/2,e
t (4.12)
are Nambu spinors and
G−1k =
−iωn + ξ−k+Q/2h ∆kQ
∆kQ −iωn − ξk+Q/2e
 (4.13)
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is the inverse Green’s function at a given k. The last term in eqn. 4.10 can then be
rewritten as
tr lnG−1 =
∑
k
tr ln G−1k =
∑
k
ln det G−1k , (4.14)
which is relatively easy to calculate.
When the Q sum in eqn. 4.9 is allowed to run over multiple values of the total
momentum, the quadratic fermionic part of the action can no longer be written in
the form of eqn. 4.11 due to multiple couplings between fermionic fields at a given
momentum. This can illustrated by considering the LO state, where the Q sum
runs over two total momenta, ±Q. The quadratic fermionic part of eqn. 4.9, not
including the single particle energies, can then be written as
S2 =
∑
k
(∆kQψ−k+Q/2hψk+Q/2e + ∆kQψk+Q/2eψ−k+Q/2h)+∑
k′
(∆k′,−Qψ−k′−Q/2hψk′−Q/2e + ∆k′,−Qψk′−Q/2eψ−k′−Q/2h) .
(4.15)
Now, consider a hole field at a fixed momentum, ψ−p+Q/2,h. This will appear in
the first sum coupled to the hole field ψp+Q/2,e when k = p, but also in the second
sum coupled to ψp−3Q/2,e when k = p − Q. In turn these electron fields are each
coupled to another hole field at a different momentum, which are again coupled to
more electron fields and so on. The result is that eqn. 4.15 can only be put in the
form of eqn. 4.11 if the Nambu spinors are allowed to be infinite dimensional. G−1k
will then be an infinite tridiagonal matrix
G−1k =

. . . ∆k−Q,−Q 0 . . .
∆k−Q,−Q (−iωn + ξ−k+Q/2,h) ∆kQ 0 . . .
. . . 0 ∆kQ (−iωn − ξk+Q/2,e) ∆k+Q,−Q
. . . 0 ∆k+Q,−Q
. . .
 ,
(4.16)
which cannot be easily diagonalised. Increasing the allowed set of total momenta
for the Q sum in eqn. 4.9 to run over only complicated things further.
We will avoid this complication by focussing on FFLO superfluids of the FF type.
Other FFLO phases should be of lower energy. We will investigate the different types
of FFLO phases in the next chapter where we perform a treatment of the problem in
Ginzburg Landau theory. Any free energy difference between the FFLO and other
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phases will then probably be an underestimate in favour of the non-FFLO phase,
though this problem will not affect any second order phase boundaries between the
FFLO phase and another. The reason for this will be discussed in more detail the
next chapter, but is essentially due to the fact that, when ∆kQ is small, all the parts
of the free energy with different Q decouple at the lowest order of an expansion in
∆.
The mean field approximation can then be used to calculate the free energy of the
system using the same procedure as the previous section. The free energy is
F =
∑
kk′
∆†kQV
−1
kk′∆kQ +
∑
k
ξk+Q/2e −
1
β
∑
k
ln det G−1k . (4.17)
which, after performing the Matsubara sum becomes
F =
∑
kk′
∆†kQV
−1
kk′∆k′Q +
∑
k
(
ξ+kQ − EkQ
)
− 1
β
∑
kσ
ln
(
1 + e−β(Ek+σzξ
−
kQ)
)
,
(4.18)
Where, again, σz = ±1 for holes and electrons respectively. This appears almost
identical to the free energy of the BCS type superfluid, but the various energies
are defined slightly differently due to all the Q dependencies of the single particle
energies;
ξ+kQ =
1
2
(
ξ−k+Q/2,h + ξk+Q/2,e
)
=
k2
2
− k.Q
2
(
1− α
1 + α
)
+
Q2
8
− µ (4.19)
ξ−kQ =
1
2
(
ξ−k+Q/2,h − ξk+Q/2,e
)
=
k2
2
(
1− α
1 + α
)
− k.Q
2
+
Q2
8
(
1− α
1 + α
)
− h (4.20)
EkQ =
√
(ξ+kQ)
2 + |∆kQ|2 . (4.21)
To simplify notation in the following calculations, the energies E±kQ are defined as
E±kQ = EkQ ± ξ−kQ . (4.22)
These are the quasiparticle energies of any superfluid/FFLO phase that exists, since
they zeros of the inverse Green’s function (eqn. 4.13), and hence poles of the Green’s
function.
Minimising eqn. 4.18 with respect to ∆kQ gives the gap equation for the FF state
∆kQ =
∑
k′
Vkk′
∆k′Q
2Ek′Q
(
1− fD(E+kQ)− fD(E -kQ
)
, (4.23)
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which can again, in turn, be used to eliminate the interaction matrix from the free
energy. After taking the T → 0 limit the Free energy is then
F (Q) =
∑
k
|∆kQ|2
2EkQ
(
1−Θ(−E+kQ)−Θ(−E -kQ
)
+
∑
k
(
ξ+kQ − EkQ
)
+
∑
k
(
E+kQ Θ(−E+kQ) + E -kQ Θ(−E -kQ)
)
.
(4.24)
The Hubbard-Stratonovich field once again takes the same position as the BCS gap,
and will therefore be referred to as the gap function or order parameter.
It is also possible to extremise the free energy of eqn. 4.18 with respect to Q to
obtain another equation in addition to the gap equation which can be solved to find
the Q that extremises the free energy. However, when this extra equation is included
in the algorithm outlined below this equation does not always lead to the correct
minima for Q (Qmin) being found, since in some cases there are multiple closely
spaced minima and maxima in the ∆−Q space. This extra equation can therefore
only be used to find Qmin approximately, with a further fine search being performed
at a series of fixed Q.
The total number density and number density imbalance are once again calculated
by taking derivatives of the free energy with respect to the average chemical potential
and chemical potential imbalance respectively giving;
n =
1
A
∑
k
(
1− ξ
+
kQ
EkQ
(
1−Θ(−E+kQ)−Θ(−E -kQ)
))
(4.25)
and
δn =
1
A
∑
k
(
Θ(−E+kQ)−Θ(−E -kQ)
)
. (4.26)
4.3 Numerical methods
Due to the breaking of the rotational symmetry of the system by specifying a single
total momentum for electron hole pairs it can no longer be assumed that the gap
function is s-wave. This dramatically increases the computational work required to
solve the gap equation.
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Rather than solving eqn. 4.23 by simply iterating the gap equation from an initial
guess, it is faster to use a nonlinear root finding algorithm. Here the multidimen-
sional Newton-Raphson method is used. This requires eqn. 4.23 to be rewritten in
the form 0 = gkQ as
0 = ∆kQ −
∑
k′
V −1
kk′
∆k′Q
2Ek′Q
(
1−Θ(−E+kQ)−Θ(−E -kQ)
)
, (4.27)
where gkQ is defined to be the RHS of this equation, and its Jacobian calculated to
give
Jkk′ = δkk′ −
Vk−k′
2Ek′Q
(
1−Θ(−E+kQ)−Θ(−E -kQ)
)(
1− ∆
2
kQ
E2kQ
)
. (4.28)
Starting from a random initial guess for the order parameter (∆
(0)
kQ), an updated
value (∆
(1)
kQ) is calculated by solving the following linear equation∑
k′
Jkk′
(
∆
(1)
k′Q −∆0k′Q
)
= −gkQ . (4.29)
The new value of the order parameter is then used to calculate updated values of
gkQ and the Jacobian, before repeating the step again with ∆
(1)
kQ as the initial guess.
This process is iterated until convergence is achieved.
4.4 Results
4.4.1 Phase diagrams
Examples of the calculated phase diagrams for the cases of equal electron hole masses
(α = 1) and the more realistic case (α = 4) can be seen in fig. 4.1 and fig. 4.2
respectively.
In comparison to the phase diagrams in the µ-h plane of the previous chapter (fig. 3.2
and fig. 3.6), it can be seem that the zero total momentum superfluid (defined as SF)
remains, while most to all of the partially polarised (PP) region has become unstable
towards FFLO pairing. Consider the system at a fixed average chemical potential.
If the chemical potential imbalance is gradually increased from the equal population
value h0 then the system goes through the sequence SF → FF → Normal (either
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Figure4.1:Phasediagramsfortheequalmass(α=1)caseintheµ-hplanefordiﬀerentkTF.
ThevariousphasesareBCSlikesuperﬂuid(SF),fulypolarised(FP)normal,
FFLOandzeroparticle(ZP)phases.ThedottedlinemarkstheﬁrstorderSF-
FFLOtransition,whichisonlyslightlybelowtheChandrasekhar-Clogstonlimit,
whilethedashedlinemarksthesecondorderFFLO-normalphaseboundary.In
boththesecasestheFFLOphaseextendsalthewaytothefulypolarisedline.
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Figure4.2:Phasediagramsforthe‘realistic’massratio(mh/me=4)intheµ-hplane
fortwodiﬀerentkTF. Thephasesarelabeledinthesamewayasﬁg.4.1
withtheadditionofapartialypolarised(PP)normalstate. TheSFphaseis
centeredaroundthelineforwhichthenormalstatehasequalelectronandhole
populations. AtsmalkTF theFFLOphaseextendsalthewaytothefuly
polarisedlimit,whileathigherkTFthereisasmalregionofPPnormalstate
betweentheFFLOphaseboundaryandtheFPnormalstate.
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PP or fully polarised, FP), except at a small range of very small average chemical
potential values (the extreme BEC limit), where the sequence is SF → FP.
The superfluid state consists of electron hole pairs with zero total momentum, and
has a non-zero ∆kQ with Q = 0. In the µ-h phase diagram it occupies a narrow re-
gion around the chemical potential line for which the normal state has equal electron
and hole populations. This line is given by
h0 = −µ(α− 1)
α+ 1
, (4.30)
which is the same as calculated in the previous chapter (eqn. 3.43). The superfluid
region gets narrower at higher average chemical potentials due to the decrease in
the strength of the interlayer Coloumb interaction between states near the Fermi
surface as the chemical potential is increased, again a feature that has been discussed
previously. At this stage it is not possible to determine whether the superfluid is
of the BCS (equal electron and hole populations) or Sarma (unequal electron and
hole populations) type. This requires a calculation of the density imbalance and/or
the quasiparticle excitation spectra of the bilayer, and will be performed in the next
section.
At a fixed µ the SF-FFLO phase boundary occurs at an h that is only slightly inside
the Chandrasekhar-Clogston limit calculated in the previous chapter in most cases,
except those µ values for which the C-C limit lies above the fully polarised line of
the normal state. It is a first order phase transition, which can clearly be seen from
fig. 4.3. Initially, when the chemical potential imbalance is equal to the balanced
value h0, there is a single minimum to the free energy at Q = 0 corresponding to
the superfluid state discussed in the previous chapter. As the chemical potential
imbalance is changed from this value at a fixed µ a second minimum develops at
finite Q, which eventually becomes lower in energy than the superfluid state when
the deviation from h0 is increased further. At this value of h (hc1) the system jumps
from being in the superfluid state to the FF state, which is discontinuous and hence
a first order phase transition.
However hc1 will be different for different types of FFLO state. The boundary
calculated here is only valid for the FF type FFLO, and other FFLO structures
extend the boundary further into the superfluid region. This is known to be the case
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Figure4.3:Anexampleoftheﬁrstordersuperﬂuid-FFLOphasetransitionforequalelectron
andholemasses(mh/me=1). Thediﬀerencebetweenanysuperﬂuidstate’s
freeenergyandthenormalstatefreeenergy(δF)isplottedasafunctionof
thetotal momentumoftheelectron-holepairsatseveralchemicalpotential
imbalances. Whenthechemicalpotentialsaresuchthatthenormalpopulations
arebalanced,thediﬀerenceinenergyhasasingleminimumatQ=0.Ashis
increasedasecondminimumdevelopsataﬁniteQ,whichisinitialyhigherin
energythantheQ=0superﬂuidstate.However,whenhisincreasedfurtherthe
Q=0minimaeventualybecomeslower,indicatingaﬁrstorderphasetransition.
TypicalythisoccursatahonlyslightlybelowtheChandrasekhar-Clogston
limit.Inthisexamplethecriticalh=0.085.Insomediagramsitappearsthat
δFisdiscontinuousatsomeQ,butthisisbelievedtobeanumericalerrorcaused
bythefactthattheQ=0descendentsolutionstoeqn.4.27havealargerbasin
ofattractioninorderparameterspace.
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in superconductors, where the structure of the FFLO near the FFLO-SF boundary
becomes a series of domain walls across which the order parameter changes sign
[36, 37]. Therefore, the value of hc1 shown here only gives a ‘worst case’ scenario for
the FFLO phase - it is entirely possible that the FFLO phase penetrates into the
superfluid region more deeply.
The FFLO phase occupies a large area of the phase diagram. When the screening
wavevector is small it extends from the SF-FFLO boundary discussed above all the
way to the fully polarised (µ = h) line, where only a single particle of the minority
species is present. This is true for both mass ratios considered here and supports
the conclusion of Parish et al. [94] that for an unscreened interlayer Coulomb in-
teraction the FFLO state is lower in energy than the normal one even when only
one minority particle is present. Only when the screening wavevector is increased
to approximately one inverse exciton Bohr radius does the FFLO-Normal phase
boundary appear to peel away from the fully polarised line, giving a narrow region
in which the partially polarised normal state is not unstable towards FFLO pairing.
However, even then the PP region does not occupy as large a region as predicted
by Yamashita et al. [93], where a sharp bend in the FFLO-normal phase boundary
was calculated. Instead, it seems that the FFLO-normal boundary is approximately
a straight line.
The nature of the FFLO-normal phase transition appears to be second order, since
the maximum value of the order parameter, ∆max, appears to go to zero at the
FFLO-Normal phase boundary (see left hand column of fig. 4.4). However, while
in some cases ∆max goes smoothly to zero (seen in the bottom diagram of fig. 4.4),
in others it appears to jump from a finite value to zero as the phase boundary is
approached (seen in top left diagram of fig. 4.4). This is suspected to be because
the order parameter rapidly goes to zero at the phase boundary, which cannot be
resolved with the grid spacing used in the numerical calculation here. Despite this,
it appears that the difference in free energy between the FFLO and normal phases
smoothly goes to zero at the phase boundary. This can be seen in the right hand
column of fig. 4.4.
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Figure4.4:(Left)Behaviouroftheorderparameter’smaximum∆max asthechemicalpo-
tentialimbalanceisvariedatﬁxedµ=0.5atmh/me=4.Inthesuperﬂuid
phase(nearh=−0.3)theorderparameterdoesnotvarywithh,soitsmax-
imumisconstant.IntheFFLOphase ∆max decreasesashis movedaway
fromtheequalpopulationvalue,eventualygoingtozeroattheFFLO-Normal
phaseboundary(h=±0.5here).∆max appearstooscilatealittleintheupper
diagram-webelievethisisjustanumericalerror.(Right)Thefreeenergy
diﬀerence(δF)betweenthesuperﬂuid/FFLOphaseandthenormalstateatthe
equivalentpointstothediagramsontheleft.Ashismovedawayfromtheequal
populationvalueδFincreases(becomeslessnegative),eventualyappearingto
smoothlygotozeroattheFFLO-normalphaseboundary. Thereisonepoint
inthebottomleftdiagramthatdoesnotappeartofolowthistrend,whichwe
assumeisanumericalerror.
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4.4.2 FFLO state properties
In order to experimentally observe the FFLO phase it is important to know its
properties - especially those that would distinguish it from the normal state.
One such useful piece of knowledge is the evolution of the order parameter, ∆kQ,
itself and the corresponding quasiparticle excitation spectra. Examples of the former
are shown in fig. 4.5 for an electron-hole mass ratio, mh/me, of four and a Thomas-
Fermi wavevector of 0.1.
When the system is in the SF phase, the order parameter has an s-wave symmetry
- i.e. it has no angular dependence in k-space. As no initial assumption was made
about the symmetry of the order parameter in this chapter, this goes some way to
justify the previous chapter’s assumption that the superfluid order parameter had
s-wave symmetry. In the BEC (small chemical potential) limit the order parameter
is once again peaked around k = 0, while in the BCS (high chemical potential)
limit it is peaked around the Fermi surface. This agrees with previously calculated
results, both in the previous chapter and the literature [78, 81], and is characteristic
of the BEC-BCS crossover in excitonic systems. In this phase the rotational and
translational symmetry of the free energy are maintained by the order parameter -
only the U(1) symmetry associated with changing the phase of the order parameter
is broken.
At the first order SF-FFLO phase transition there is a sudden jump in the order
parameter from the s-wave superfluid one to an FF one that is no longer angularly
independent. Instead it is peaked only on one side of k-space in the areas where
the ‘shifted’ Fermi surfaces (the circles defined by ξ−k+Q/2,h = 0 and ξk+Q/2,e = 0)
are closest. It has reflectional symmetry in the line defined by the direction of the
pairing wavevector, Q, and has an angular spread of approximately pi/2 either side of
this line. This spontaneously breaks the continuous rotational symmetries of the free
energy, as well as its U(1) symmetry when an overall phase for the order parameter
is chosen. However, the rotational symmetry is not truly continuous in the real
system - the background lattice that has not been included in these calculations will
only have a discrete rotational symmetry.
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Figure 4.5: Order parameter evolution along a slice of constant average chemical potential in
the phase diagram for mh/me = 4, kTF = 0.1. The normal state shifted Fermi
surfaces are shown by the dashed black and red lines. The top left diagram
is for the uniform (Q = 0) superfluid phase. The order parameter has s-wave
symmetry, and decays quickly outside of the normal state Fermi surface. The
top right diagram occurs just after the SF-FFLO phase boundary. The order
parameter jumps from being s-wave to being peaked only on the side of k-space
where the shifted Fermi surfaces are closest. As the chemical potential imbalance
is moved further into the FFLO phase, the region in which the order parameter is
peaked reduces, as can be seen in the bottom left diagram. It still remains peaked
in the region where the shifted Fermi surfaces are closest. Eventually, just below
the FFLO-Normal phase transition it is peaked only around the spot where the
two shifted Fermi surfaces almost touch, as in the bottom right diagram.
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As the chemical potential imbalance is moved further into the FFLO region of the
phase diagram at a fixed µ, the order parameter remains peaked around the k-space
regions where the shifted normal state Fermi surfaces are close. However, as the
difference in size of the two Fermi surfaces increases, this area becomes progressively
smaller. While the reflectional symmetry around the Q direction is maintained,
the angular spread of the order parameter gradually decreases until, as the FFLO-
Normal phase boundary is approached, the order parameter is peaked only around
the point where the shifted Fermi surfaces are almost touching.
The quasiparticle energies of fig. 4.6 give some insight into what this means phys-
ically. In the superfluid phase the quasiparticle energy has an energy gap and is
greater than zero everywhere, indicating that all the electrons and holes in the sys-
tem are paired. It also rules out the possibility of the superfluid being in the Sarma
phase, as a negative quasiparticle energy is a requirement for there to be unpaired
electrons or holes. There is a non-zero amount of energy required to break a pair
and create an unpaired electron or hole. This was also seen in the previous chapter
in fig. (ref). In the FFLO phase the situation is very different. There the lower
branch of the quasiparticle energy is positive only outside the Fermi surfaces and
in the region where the order parameter is peaked. The region within the majority
Fermi surface where the order parameter is small consists of filled quasiparticle en-
ergy states, meaning there is a Fermi surface of quasiparticle. The size of this region
increases as the chemical potential imbalance is changed from near the SF-FFLO
boundary to the FFLO-normal one at a fixed µ. Near the SF-FFLO boundary, the
filled quasiparticle region forms a crescent shape that is approximately bounded on
the outer edge by the normal state majority Fermi surface and on the inner one
by the order parameter peak. When the chemical potential imbalance is moved
towards the FFLO-normal boundary at fixed µ, the area of the filled quasiparti-
cle region increases, though it is still approximately bounded by the normal state
majority Fermi surface and the order parameter peak. Eventually, near the FFLO-
normal phase boundary the quasiparticle energies become approximately those of
the single particle energies, with the filled quasiparticle states being bounded by just
the majority Fermi surface.
Examples of the typical evolution of the pairing wavevector, Q, at FFLO-normal
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Figure 4.6: The lower branches of the quasiparticle excitation spectra corresponding to the
order parameters in fig. 4.5. The dashed lines in the latter three diagrams
indicate the contour on which the quasiparticle energy is zero, ie. the quasi-
particle Fermi surface. Inside these regions the quasiparticle states are filled,
which produces the population imbalance. In the SF phase there are no occu-
pied quasiparticle regions, only a minimum near the Fermi surface. In the FFLO
phases there are always filled quasiparticle states.
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Figure4.7:ThevaluesofQthat minimisesthefreeenergyattheFFLO-normalphase
boundaryforα=4. WhenkTF issmal(theupperdiagram)thecriticalQis
belowthenaiveestimate(shownbythesolidline),thoughappearstoexhibitthe
same‘squareroot’dependenceonµ. Asthescreeningwavevectorisincreased
thecriticalQmorecloselymatchesthenaiveestimate,asshowninthelower
diagram.
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Figure4.8:TheFFLOpairingwavevector,Qmin,asafunctionofthechemicalpotential
imbalance,h,ataselectionofchemicalpotentials. Thesolidlineisthenaive
estimate,foundbytakingthediﬀerenceofthetwonormalstateFermiwavevec-
tors. TheQsthatminimisethefreeenergyareshownasbluedots. These
diagramsarealformh/me=4andkTF=1. Theunitofenergyusedisthe
excitonRydberg,RB,andtheunitoflengthistheexcitonBohrradius,aB.
boundaryareshowninﬁg.4.7.Contrarytothe2DatomicFermigasandsupercon-
ductingcases(i.e.thosewithacontactinteraction)thiscriticalQisnotequalto
thenaiveestimateobtainedbytakingthediﬀerenceofthetwonormalstateFermi
wavevectors,whichistheFermisurfaceshiftrequiredtobringthetwounequalFermi
surfacesjustintocontact.Infact,forlowscreeningwavevectorsitisslightlysmaler
thanthis,thoughstilhasthesquarerootlikedependenceonthetotalchemical
potentialincommonwiththenaiveestimate. Asthestrengthofthescreeningis
increasedthecriticalQbecomesclosertothenaivevalue.
ItisalsointerestingtocalculatetheQthatminimisesthefreeenergy(Qmin)at
variouspointswithintheFFLOregionofthephasediagram,notjustattheFFLO-
normalphaseboundary. Theresultsofthisforseveralslicesthroughthephase
diagramatconstantaveragechemicalpotentialareshowninﬁg.4.8,alongwith
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Figure4.9:Thetotalnumberdensity,n,intheFFLOphaseasafunctionofchemical
potentialimbalance,h,ataselectionofaveragechemicalpotentials,µ. The
solidlineisthevalueinthenormalstate,whilethedotsarethevaluesinthe
FFLOphasecalculatedfromeqn.4.25.Onceagaintheunitsoflengthandenergy
aretheexcitonBohrradius,aB,andtheexcitonRydberg,RB,respectively.
thecorrespondingnaiveestimates.IngeneralQmin roughlyfolowsthenaiveline,
thoughwithajumptoQmin =0attheSF-FFLOboundary. Whilethevalueat
theFFLO-normalphaseboundaryislowerthanthenaiveone,thisisnotthecase
formostofthechemicalpotentialvalues,whereQmin liesslightlyabovethenaive
value.
Thetotalnumberdensity,n,andnumberdensityimbalance,δn,intheFFLOphase
atvariousﬁxedaveragechemicalpotentialslicesofthephasediagramareshownin
ﬁg.4.9andﬁg.4.10respectively.Thesearecalculatedfromeqn.4.25andeqn.4.26
andareshownbythebluedots.Theequivalentnormalstatevaluesareshownby
thesolidbluelines.Inthesuperﬂuidphasethepopulationimbalanceiszeroand
thetotalpopulationisindependentofthechemicalpotentialimbalance. Atthe
SF-FFLOphaseboundarythereisajumptoanumberdensityimbalancethatis
veryclosetothatofthenormalstateatthesamechemicalpotentials. Thetotal
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Figure4.10:Thepopulationimbalancedensity,δn,intheFFLOphaseasafunctionof
chemicalpotentialimbalance,h,ataselectionofaveragechemicalpotentials,
µ.Thesolidlineisthevalueinthenormalstate,whilethedotsarethevalues
intheFFLOphasecalculatedfromeqn.4.26. Onceagaintheunitsoflength
andenergyaretheexcitonBohrradius,aB,andtheexcitonRydberg,RB,
respectively.
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number density also jumps from the superfluid value to approximately the normal
state value. This continues all the way to the FFLO-Normal boundary - the FFLO
population imbalance and total number density are always approximately equal to
the equivalent normal state values. This would make the FFLO phase virtually
impossible to distinguish from the normal state by measuring the electron and hole
densities of each layer.
4.5 Discussion
It is immediately clear from the phase diagrams in fig. 4.1 and fig. 4.2 that these
results support the conclusion of Parish at al. over those found by Yamashita et al.
- the FFLO phase extends all the way to the fully polarised (µ = h) line when the
screening wavevector is small. When the screening is increased the FFLO-normal
boundary peels away from the fully polarised line, giving a narrow region in which
the partially polarised normal state is not unstable towards FFLO pairing, though
never to the extent that was found by Yamashita et al.
When compared to the phase diagram of a 2D s-wave atomic Fermi gas with short
ranged interactions calculated by Conduit et al. [75] and shown in fig. 4.11, two
differences are immediately clear. The first is the narrowing of the SF phase at
high average chemical potential - the cause of which was discussed in section 3.7 of
the previous chapter. The second is the increase in the area of the phase diagram
occupied by the FFLO phase, indicating that the FFLO phase is more favourable
in the electron-hole system than the Fermi gas one.
The reason for this is the extra freedom in the order parameter afforded by having
a momentum dependent interlayer interaction, Vk−k′ . Since this depends on the
relative momenta of the electron and hole that are interacting it gives the bound
electron-hole pairs some kind of internal structure that is not present in the s-wave
Fermi gas and superconductor, whose interaction is just a constant in k-space. This
allows pairing to occur only in the regions of k-space for which it is most favourable,
leaving the excess majority species particles unpaired. This can be seen from the fact
that the total density and density imbalance in the FFLO phase are equal to those
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Figure4.11:Themeanﬁeldphasediagramfora2Ds-wave,Feshbachresonant,atomicFermi
gas,alowingforthepossibilityofforminganFFLOsuperﬂuid,calculatedby
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in the normal phase, and the large region of negative energy quasiparticles in the
quasiparticle excitation spectra. In this respect these results agree with Yamashita
et al. - the ‘order parameter mixing’, in which the order parameter is a mix of
s-wave, p-wave, d-wave etc. components is responsible for the decrease in energy of
the FFLO phase with respect to the normal one.
The problem of strong fluctuations destroying the FFLO in the Fermi gas [73] is
also likely to be less pronounced in the electron-hole system, since continuous trans-
lational and rotational symmetry are already broken by the background lattice.
However, since the electron-hole bilayer is a two dimensional system, it will still not
possess the true long range order suggested by the mean field theory calculations of
this chapter.
Experimental signatures of the electron-hole FFLO are harder to pin down. Since
the densities and density imbalances of the electron and hole populations in the
FFLO phase are effectively identical to their normal state counterparts, measuring
them will not distinguish the two. It is more likely that a measurement of some of
the transport properties of the system will provide a means of determining which
state it is in. If the FFLO is of the FF type considered here in mean field theory then
these properties should have some dependence on the direction they are measured
in relative to the pairing wavevector, Q, since the FF state breaks the underlying
rotational symmetry of the system. Due to the peaking of the order parameter
on one side of k-space, the most dramatic difference likely to be that between the
those measured parallel to Q and those anti parallel to it. However, given the re-
sults from superconductors and Fermi gases, it is unlikely that the most favourable
FFLO structure really is the FF type. Other potential structures will have different
transport property asymmetries, with the equivalent of the infinite superposition of
pairing wavevectors in the two dimensional superconductor fully restoring rotational
symmetry. Determining this structure is therefore an essential step in trying to cal-
culate an experimental signature of the electron-hole FFLO. This will be addressed
in the next chapter.
5. Ginzburg-Landau theory of
the FFLO state in
electron-hole bilayers
5.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter a mean field theory of the Fulde-Ferrell state in electron-
hole bilayers was derived and investigated. The quasiparticle energy spectrum for
the FF state was found to break rotational symmetry, which would result in the FF
state having transport properties that depended on the angle they were measured
at with respect to the FFLO pairing wavevector, Q. It also breaks time reversal
symmetry. However, it is entirely possible that any FFLO phase may actually be
made of a combination of order parameter components with different Q, something
which cannot easily be captured by mean field theory and which may not have these
properties.
One possible approach to overcome this problem is to use a Ginzburg-Landau type
theory. This involves expanding the free energy of the system in powers of the order
parameter, ∆kQ, and keeping only the low order terms. The expansion will only
be valid near a second order phase boundary, where ∆kQ → 0, but the previous
chapter’s results suggest that the FFLO-normal phase boundary is of this type.
It also avoids the ‘infinite coupling’ problem of the Green’s function in mean field
theory, so more complicated structures than the simple FF state can be considered.
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This approach has been widely used for superconductors, both in three dimensions
[35] and two dimensions [44, 45]. The original paper by Larkin and Ovchinnikov used
this approach to determine that at zero temperature the most favourable structure
for the order parameter was a sinusoidal density wave in 3D [35], and it has been
extended to finite temperature in a number of other works [39]. In two dimensions
the situation was found to be more complicated, with the zero temperature structure
consisting of an infinite superposition of order parameter components whose pairing
wavevectors lie on a circle in k-space [45]. This is due to a divergence in the free
energy, as discussed in the review chapter.
In this chapter the Ginzburg-Landau theory of imbalanced electron-hole bilayers will
be derived from the post Hubbard-Stratonovich free energy. The lowest order term
will be used to map out the FFLO-normal phase boundary, which will be compared
to that obtained from mean field theory. The next highest order term will then be
used to calculate the free energy difference between the normal and FFLO phases for
three different structures - the Fulde-Ferrell state (a single order parameter compo-
nent), the Larkin-Ovchinnikov state (two order parameter components with opposite
pairing wavevectors) and a square lattice (four order parameter components, two at
right angles to the others).
5.2 The Ginzburg-Landau expansion
The Ginzburg-Landau expansion starts from the imaginary time action of the electron-
hole bilayer after the fermionic fields have been integrated out. This was derived in
the previous chapter (eqn. 4.10) and its corresponding free energy is
F =
∑
kk′Q
∆kQV
−1
kk′∆k′Q −
1
β
tr ln G−1(∆) , (5.1)
where β = 1/kbT is the inverse temperature, V
−1
kk′ is the matrix inverse of the
interlayer Coulomb interaction
Vk−k′ =
2pie2
A
e−|k−k′|d
|k− k′|+ kTF , (5.2)
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with A the system area, and
G−1(∆) =
G−10h ∆
∆ G−10e
 (5.3)
is the resolvent operator. G0σ is the single particle Green’s function for the electrons
or holes and ∆kQ is the collective Hubbard-Stratonovich field, which takes the role
of an order parameter in the expansion. It corresponds to the following average of
the underlying fermion fields
∆kQ =
∑
k′
Vk−k′〈ψk′+Q/2,eψ−k′+Q/2,h〉 . (5.4)
Rather than minimising eqn. 5.1 to obtain a set of self consistent equations it is
instead assumed that magnitude of the collective field is small, meaning that the
troublesome final term in eqn. 5.1 can be expanded in powers of the order parameter,
∆. In contrast to the mean field theory, this expansion makes no assumptions about
the number of pairing wavevectors, Q, that ∆ can take so can therefore in principle
determine whether the FFLO is of a FF, LO or some other more complicated type.
However, the assumption of small ∆ restricts the validity of the theory to only near
a second order FFLO-normal phase boundary, so it cannot determine the structure
of the FFLO phase everywhere in the phase diagram.
The expansion proceeds by writing the Green’s function as a sum of single particle
and collective parts,
G−1(∆) = G−10 + ∆ , (5.5)
with
G−10 =
G−10h 0
0 G−10e
 (5.6)
and
∆ =
 0 ∆
∆ 0
 . (5.7)
The final term in eqn. 5.1 is then
tr ln G−1(∆) = tr ln(G0 + ∆)
= tr ln G−10 + tr ln(1 + G0∆) .
(5.8)
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The first term here will appear equally in both the normal state free energy (∆ = 0)
and the FFLO free energy, so can therefore be neglected when determining which
phase has lower energy. The second term can be expanded using
ln(1 + x) =
∞∑
n=1
(−1)n+1
n
xn . (5.9)
However, the 2×2 matrix G0∆ contains only off diagonal terms, so when the trace
over the matrix indices is taken the n = odd terms in the expansion vanish. The
expansion will therefore be given by
tr ln(1 + G0∆) = −
∞∑
n=1
1
2n
tr
[
(G0∆)
2n
]
(5.10)
giving a free energy difference between the normal and FFLO states of
δF =
∑
kk′
∆kQV
−1
kk′∆k′Q +
1
β
∞∑
n=1
1
2n
tr
[
(G0∆)
2n
]
. (5.11)
The trace is taken over both the (G0∆)
2n matrix indices and the momentum. Since
∆ is assumed to be small (as the expansion is assumed to be near a second order
phase boundary) the sum can be truncated after a small number of terms.
5.3 The FFLO-normal phase boundary
5.3.1 The second order term
The FFLO-normal phase boundary will occur when the lowest order in ∆ term in
the free energy expansion becomes negative.
To lowest order in ∆ the free energy difference is
δF (2) =
∑
kk′
∆kQV
−1
kk′∆k′Q +
1
2β
tr(G0∆G0∆) . (5.12)
After tracing over the matrix indices the final term gives
1
2β
tr(G0∆G0∆) =
1
β
∑
p
〈p|G0h∆G0e∆|p〉 , (5.13)
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where p is the ‘three vector’ (ωn,p). The resolution of identity,
1 =
∑
p
|p〉〈p| , (5.14)
is then inserted between the terms in the trace to give
1
2β
tr(G0∆G0∆) =
1
β
∑
pp′p′′p′′′
〈p|G0h|p′〉〈p′|∆|p′′〉〈p′′|G0e|p′′′〉〈p′′′|∆|p〉 . (5.15)
Now the momentum eigenstates |p〉 are eigenstates of the single particle Green’s
function operators,
〈p|G0σ|p′〉 = δpp
′
iωp + σzξpσ
, (5.16)
with the single particle energies for a particle of type σ =h/e given by
ξpσ =
p2
2mσ
− µ− σzh . . (5.17)
The average chemical potential in the layers is µ, and the chemical potential imbal-
ance between the layers is 2h.
The trace can be simplified to
1
2β
tr(G0∆G0∆) =
1
β
∑
pp′
〈p|∆|p′〉〈p′|∆|p〉
(iωn + ξph)(iωn′ − ξp′e) . (5.18)
To bring this into a form compatible with the notation of the first term in eqn. 5.12
the momenta need to be redefined as
p =− k + Q
2
p′ =k +
Q
2
,
(5.19)
so that k and Q are the relative and total momentum of the electron-hole pair
respectively, and
∆kQ = 〈−k +Q/2|∆|k +Q/2〉
∆†kQ = 〈k +Q/2|∆| − k +Q/2〉 .
(5.20)
The second order term after completing the trace is therefore
δF (2) =
∑
kk′Q
∆†kQ
[
V −1
kk′ +
1
β
∑
n
δkk′
(iωn + ξ−k+Q/2,h)(iωn − ξk+Q/2,e)
]
∆k′Q
=
∑
kk′Q
∆†kQ
[
V −1
kk′ −
δkk′
(
1− fD(ξ−k+Q/2,h)− fD(ξk+Q/2,e)
)
(ξ−k+Q/2,h + ξk+Q/2,e)
]
∆k′Q .
(5.21)
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The final line above was obtained after taking the Matsubara sum, giving the Fermi-
Dirac distribution terms, fD(x). The FFLO-normal phase boundary will occur when
δF (2) becomes negative.
There are several important things to note about this term in the expansion. Firstly,
all order parameter components with different total momenta decouple at this order,
meaning that the problem of cross coupling that hindered the mean field theory is
no longer an issue. Secondly, by considering the term in square brackets at a fixed
Q as a matrix in the labels k and k′, it has the structure of a quadratic form in the
components of ∆kQ. It will therefore become negative when this matrix has neg-
ative eigenvalues, with the corresponding eigenvectors giving the order parameter,
∆kQ, up to a normalisation factor. Finally, changing the direction of Q but not
its magnitude changes only the second term in the matrix in square brackets and is
equivalent to a rotation of the whole system in k-space. This can be seen by noting
that a rotation of Q is equivalent to a simultaneous rotation of k and k′ in that
term, which also leaves V −1
kk′ invariant as the interaction in eqn. 5.2 only depends
on the magnitudes of k and k′ and the angle between them. Therefore, δF 2 will
become negative for all choices of Q with the same magnitude.
5.3.2 Results
Examples of the phase diagrams calculated from this method can be seen in fig. 5.1
and fig. 5.2. These are in excellent agreement with those calculated in the pre-
vious chapter via mean field theory. Once again, when the screening strength is
low (kTFaB small) the FFLO region extends all the way to the fully polarised
line, supporting the results obtained by Parish et al. [94], while at high screen-
ing (kTFaB ≈ 1) the FFLO-normal phase boundary moves away from the fully
polarised line and a region of partially polarised normal state appears. The FFLO-
normal phase boundary always appears to be a straight line of the form hc2 = Aµ,
where A = 1 at low screening wavevectors and A < 1 at higher ones. The range of
Q over which the second order term has negative eigenvalues also overlaps with the
Q that minimises the free energy calculated in mean field theory, and exhibits the
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Figure5.1:FFLO-normalphaseboundariesintheµ−hplanecalculatedfromtheGinzburg-
Landautheoryforthecaseswhereelectronsandholeshaveequalmassattwo
diﬀerentscreeningwavevectors,kTFaB=0.5and1.0.TheFFLO-normalphase
boundaryisshownbythedashedline,whiletheboundariesbetweenthediﬀerent
normalphasesareshownbythesolidlines. Thevariousnormalphasesare
fulypolarised(FP),partialypolarised(PP)andzeroparticle(ZP).Inthelow
screeninglimittheFFLOregionextendsalthewaytothefulypolarisedlimit,
whilethereisasmalregionofPPnormalphasebetweentheFFLOandFP
phasesathigherscreeningwavevectors.Theupperofthesetwophasediagrams
givesthesamephaseboundaryasthemeanﬁeldcalculation.
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Figure5.2:FFLO-normalphaseboundariescalculatedfromtheGinzburg-Landautheory
forthecaseswheremh/me=4. TheFFLO-normalphaseboundaryisshown
bythedashedline,whiletheboundariesbetweenthediﬀerentnormalphases
areshownbythesolidlines.Thevariousnormalphasesarefulypolarised(FP),
partialypolarised(PP)andzeroparticle(ZP).Again,inthelowscreeninglimit
theFFLOregionextendsalthewaytothefulypolarisedlimit,whileasmal
regionofPPnormalstateappearsbetweentheFFLOandFPstatesathigher
screeningwavevectors.Thephaseboundariescalculatedforthesediagramsare
identicaltotheirequivalentsinthepreviouschapter.
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tendency to become increasingly narrow as the screening is increased. This suggests
that the Ginzburg-Landau theory is valid at or near the phase boundary.
Another check of the expansion is to look at the behaviour of the order parameter.
Examples of these are shown in fig. 5.3 and fig. 5.4. In all cases the order parameter
is strongly peaked around the point where the electron and hole Fermi surfaces are
closest. It has a reflectional symmetry about the kx-axis, a fact which will be used
later when calculating the free energies of different structures. This is consistent
with the form of the order parameter near the phase boundary found from solving
the self consistent mean field equations in the previous chapter.
These results add weight to the conclusion of the last chapter - that the FFLO phase
extends all the way to the fully polarised line when the screening is small, supporting
the results of Parish et al. [94] over those of Yamashita et al. [93]
5.4 Structure of the FFLO order parameter
5.4.1 The fourth order term
In the previous chapter the mean field theory of an FF-like FFLO state was consid-
ered. ∆kQ was taken to be zero for all choices of Q except one. In general this will
not be the case, and instead there will be multiple choices of Q for which the order
parameter is non-zero. Determining what set of Qs is most energetically favourable
cannot be achieved with mean field theory, but can be done using Ginzburg-Landau
theory - though the result will only be valid near the FFLO-normal phase boundary.
To do this the Ginzburg-Landau expansion is extended to the next highest order
in the order parameter, which gives terms of order ∆4. The order parameter is
generalised from the FF case to be
∆kQ = ∆kQ
∑
{Qi}
δQ,Qi , (5.22)
i.e. zero unless Q is equal to one of a finite set of wavevectors, {Qi}. In this section
only three possibilities for this set are considered, each containing wavevectors of
only one magnitude; a single Q (the FF state), a pair of Qs at ±Q (the LO state),
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Figure 5.3: Examples of the order parameter given by the eigenvector corresponding to the
negative eigenvalue of the second order term of the Ginzburg-Landau expansion.
The majority species Fermi surface (in this case holes) is shown by the dashed
yellow circle.
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Figure 5.4: Examples of the order parameter given by the eigenvector corresponding to the
negative eigenvalue of the second order term of the Ginzburg-Landau expansion.
The majority species Fermi surface (in this case electrons) is shown by the dashed
white circle.
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and two pairs of Qs at right angles to each other (±Qx and ±Qy, the square state).
The general fourth order term is given by
δF (4) =
1
4β
tr
[
(G0∆)
4
]
=
1
2β
trk
[
G0h∆Goe∆G0h∆Goe∆
]
.
(5.23)
Once again the resolution of identity and the fact that momentum eigenstates are
eigenstates of the single particle Green’s functions can be used to give
δF (4) =
1
2β
∑
pp′
∑
p′′p′′′
〈p|G0h|p〉〈p|∆|p′〉〈p′|G0e|p′〉〈p′|∆|p′′〉
〈p′′|G0h|p′′〉〈p′′|∆|p′′′〉〈p′′′|G0e|p′′′〉〈p′′′|∆|p〉 .
(5.24)
Again, a redefinition of momentum variables is required to write the order parameter
in terms of the total and relative momenta of the electron-hole pair. The 4 total
momenta are defined as
Q1 = p+ p
′ ,
Q2 = p
′ + p′′ ,
Q3 = p
′′ + p′′′ ,
Q4 = p
′′′ + p .
These are not independent as they must satisfy
Q1 −Q2 +Q3 −Q4 = 0 , (5.25)
leaving a further momentum variable required to specify the state. This is taken to
be
k =
p′ − p
2
. (5.26)
Assuming no frequency dependence of the order parameter, the general fourth order
term is then
δF (4) =
1
2β
∑
k{Qi}
∆k,Q1∆k+(Q1−Q2)/2,Q2∆k+(Q4−Q2)/2,Q3∆k+(Q4−Q1)/2,Q4(
iω + ξ−k+Q1
2
,h
)(
iω − ξ
k+
Q1
2
,e
)(
iω + ξ−k+Q2−Q12 ,h
)(
iω − ξ
k+Q4−Q12 ,e
) ,
(5.27)
where the sum over {Qi} is taken to be only over those Q satisfying eqn. 5.25.
The order parameters obtained in the previous section correspond to normalised
eigenvectors of the second order term in the Ginzburg-Landau expansion. They are
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related to the actual order parameter by an undetermined multiplicative constant,
which can in general be complex. This constant needs to be determined to calculate
the free energy. To do this ∆kQ is redefined as
∆k,Q = ∆∆˜k,Q , (5.28)
where ∆˜k,Q is the normalised order parameter given by the eigenvector of the second
order term, which is normalised to satisfy∑
k
|∆˜kQ|2 = 1 . (5.29)
∆ is the constant that multiplies the normalised order parameter to give the actual
one, and needs to be found. The ‘normalised’ fourth order free energy is defined as
δF˜ 4 = δF (4)/|∆|4 (5.30)
and is calculated by replacing ∆kQ in eqn. 5.27 with ∆˜kQ The free energy for the
N component FFLO is written in terms of this as
δF = aN |∆|2 + δF˜ (4)|∆|4 (5.31)
where aN is N times the second order term in the free energy (eqn. 5.21). This is
minimised with respect to ∆ to give
|∆| = −aN
2δF˜ (4)
, (5.32)
which gives a total free energy of
δF =
−a2N
4δF˜ (4)
. (5.33)
5.4.2 The Fulde-Ferrell state
The simplest possible combination of Qs satisfying eqn. 5.25 give a Fulde-Ferrell
state (N = 1), with the wavevectors in δF 4 given by
Q1 = Q2 = Q3 = Q4 = Q . (5.34)
If the center of mass co-ordinate is Fourier transformed back to real space, this
corresponds to an order parameter of the form
∆k(R) = ∆kQe
iQ.R , (5.35)
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where R is the center of mass co-ordinate.
The free energy term associated with this choice of Qs will appear multiple times in
all the possible structures that can be chosen, but is the only one present in the FF
case. It greatly simplifies the normalised version of eqn. 5.27 to
δF˜
(4)
QQQQ =
1
2β
∑
k
|∆˜k,Q|4
(iω + ξ−k+Q/2,h)2(iω − ξk+Q/2,e)2
. (5.36)
After taking the Matsubara sum this becomes
δF˜
(4)
QQQQ =
∑
k
|∆˜k,Q|4
(
1−Θ(−ξk+Q/2,e)−Θ(−ξ−k+Q/2,h)
)
(ξ−k+Q/2,h + ξk+Q/2,e)3
. (5.37)
Using eqn. 5.33, free energy will be
δF =
a21
4 δFQQQQ
, (5.38)
where a1 is the value of the second order term in eqn. 5.21 with normalised values
for ∆kQ.
As the free energy depends only on the magnitude of the order parameter, and not
its phase, there is a U(1) symmetry associated with the FF state associated with
changing the overall phase of ∆.
5.4.3 The Larkin-Ovchinnikov state
The next simplest structure to consider is the Larkin-Ovchinnikov state. This has
two pairing wavevectors aligned in opposite directions, which are taken to be ±Q.
There are now 6 combinations of these wavevectors that satisfy the momentum
conservation condition 5.25, but three of these are just rotations/reflections of the
other three. Therefore there are only three terms in the free energy that need to be
calculated. These are summarised in the table in table 5.1. The real space (in the
centre of mass co-ordinate, R) form of this order parameter is
∆k(R) = ∆kQe
iQ.R + ∆k,−Qe−iQ.R , (5.39)
which is a stripe like structure.
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Name Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Degeneracy
δF
(4)
QQQQ Q Q Q Q 2
δF
(4)
Q−Q−QQ Q −Q −Q Q 2
δF
(4)
QQ−Q−Q Q Q −Q −Q 2
Table 5.1: A table of the allowed combinations of ±Q satisfying eqn. 5.25. The degeneracy
of each term arises from the reflection Q→ −Q, and is required to calculate the
free energy of the LO state correctly.
To aid in the calculation of these terms it is useful to define the following single
particle energies
ξ1,h = ξ−k+Q/2,h , (5.40)
ξ2,h = ξ−k−3Q/2,h , (5.41)
ξ1,e = ξk+Q/2,e , (5.42)
ξ2,e = ξk−3Q/2,e . (5.43)
Using these, the two free energy terms that do not appear in the FF free energy are
δF˜
(4)
Q−Q−QQ =
1
2β
∑
k
|∆˜k,Q|2|∆˜k+Q,−Q|2
(iω + ξ1,h)(iω − ξ1,e)2(iω + ξ2,h) (5.44)
and
δF˜
(4)
QQ−Q−Q =
1
2β
∑
k
|∆˜k,Q|2|∆˜k−Q,−Q|2
(iω + ξ1,h)2(iω − ξ1,e)(iω − ξ2,e) . (5.45)
Performing the Matsubara sums on these gives
δF˜
(4)
Q−Q−QQ =
1
2
∑
k
|∆˜k,Q|2|∆˜k+Q,−Q|2[
Θ(ξ1,h)
(ξ1,e + ξ1,h)2(ξ2,h − ξ1,h) +
Θ(ξ2,h)
(ξ2,h + ξ1,e)2(ξ1,h − ξ2,h)
− Θ(−ξ1,e)
(ξ1,e + ξ1,h)2(ξ1,e + ξ2,h)
− Θ(−ξ1,e)
(ξ1,e + ξ2,h)2(ξ1,e + ξ1,h)
] (5.46)
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and
δF˜
(4)
QQ−Q−Q =
1
2
∑
k
|∆˜k,Q|2|∆˜k−Q,−Q|2[
Θ(−ξ1,e)
(ξ1,e + ξ1,h)2(ξ1,e − ξ2,e) +
Θ(−ξ2,e)
(ξ2,e + ξ1,h)2(ξ2,e − ξ1,e)
+
Θ(ξ1,h)
(ξ1,h + ξ1,e)2(ξ1,h + ξ2,e)
+
Θ(ξ1,h)
(ξ1,h + ξ2,e)2(ξ1,h + ξ1,e)
]
.
(5.47)
Combining these results in
δF˜ (4) = 2δF˜
(4)
QQQQ + 2δF˜
(4)
QQ−Q−Q + 2δF˜
(4)
Q−Q−QQ (5.48)
gives a free energy of
δF =
−a21
2 δF˜ (4)
, (5.49)
where a1 is the same as in eqn. 5.38.
Once again, the free energy depends only on products of magnitudes squared of the
order parameter components, and therefore no particular phase for the order param-
eter is picked out. As it consists of two components whose phases are independent,
the LO state will therefore have a U(1)×U(1) symmetry that is spontaneously bro-
ken when the phases are chosen. One of these corresponds to the overall phase of
the order parameter, while the other to translational symmetry in the direction of
Q. The former corresponds to the overall phase of the order parameter in eqn. 5.39,
while the latter to the relative phase of the two components. The order parameter
can be rewritten in terms of these as
∆k(R) = e
iθ
(
∆′kQe
i(Q.R+χ) + ∆′k,−Qe
−i(Q.R+χ)
)
, (5.50)
where the prime indicates that the components of ∆kQ are restricted to be real.
The two phases θ and χ are given in terms of the bare phases of the components, θ1
and θ2 by
θ =
θ1 + θ2
2
χ =
θ1 − θ2
2
. (5.51)
Under a translation by R′, χ changes by Q.R′.
5.4.4 Square terms
To form a square lattice we require four pairing wavevectors, ±Qx and ±Qy. These
four all have the same magnitude and differ only in their direction, with Qx being
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Name Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Degeneracy
δF
(4)
QQQQ Qx Qx Qx Qx 4
δF
(4)
Q−Q−QQ Qx −Qx −Qx Qx 4
δF
(4)
QQ−Q−Q Qx Qx −Qx −Qx 4
δF
(4)
xxyy Qx Qx Qy Qy 8
δF
(4)
xyyx Qx Qy Qy Qx 8
δF
(4)
xy−x−y Qx Qy −Qx −Qy 8
Table 5.2: A table of the allowed combinations of ±Qx and ±Qy satisfying eqn. 5.25. The
fourfold degeneracy of the first three terms arises from their pi/2 rotations, while
the eightfold degeneracy of last three comes from these rotations plus the rotations
of their reflection.
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aligned along the x-axis and Qx along the y-axis. There are 36 combinations of
these that satisfy eqn. 5.25, but using rotational and reflectional symmetry these
can be reduced to just the 6 independent ones shown in the table in table 5.2.
The first three of these terms are copies of the FF and LO terms, just with a
higher degeneracy due to the fourfold rotational symmetry that the system now
possesses. The other three involve combinations of the order parameter components
with perpendicular wavevectors and have an eightfold degeneracy corresponding to
their four rotations and the reflections of these rotations (to derive these the fact
that the order parameters are symmetric under a reflection about the axis along
which their pairing wavevector points has been used).
In the center of mass co-ordinates in real space this order parameter will have the
form
∆k(R) = ∆kQxe
iQx.R + ∆k,−Qxe
−iQx.R + ∆kQye
iQy.R + ∆k,−Qye
−iQy.R . (5.52)
To simplify the notation for the following equations it is once again useful to de-
fine some single particle energies. In addition to the four in the previous chapter
(eqn. 5.40-5.43), three more are introduced
ξ3,h = ξ−k+Qy−Qx/2,h (5.53)
ξ3,e = ξk+Qy−Qx/2,e (5.54)
ξ4,e = ξk−Qy−Qx/2,e . (5.55)
The new terms in the free energy are then given by
δF˜ (4)xxyy =
1
2β
∑
k
|∆˜k,Qx |2|∆˜k+(Qy−Qx)/2,Qy |2
(iω + ξ1,h)2(iω − ξ1,e)(iω − ξ3,e) , (5.56)
δF˜ (4)xyyx =
1
2β
∑
k
|∆˜k,Qx |2|∆˜k+(Qx−Qy)/2,Qy |2
(iω + ξ1,h)(iω − ξ1,e)2(iω + ξ3,h)
, (5.57)
and
δF˜
(4)
xy−x−y =
1
2β
∑
k
∆˜k,Qx∆˜
†
k+(Qx−Qy)/2,Qy∆˜k−Qy,−Qx∆˜
†
k−(Qx+Qy)/2
(iω + ξ1,h)(iω − ξ1,e)(iω + ξ3,h)(iω − ξ4,e) . (5.58)
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After performing the Matsubara sums and taking the zero temperature limit, these
become
δF˜ (4)xxyy =
1
2
∑
k
|∆˜k,Qx |2|∆˜k+(Qy−Qx)/2,Qy |2[
Θ(−ξ1,e)
(ξ1,e + ξ1,h)2(ξ1,e − ξ3,e) +
Θ(−ξ3,e)
(ξ3,e + ξ1,h)2(ξ3,e − ξ1,e)
+
Θ(ξ1,h)
(ξ1,h + ξ1,e)2(ξ1,h + ξ3,e)
+
Θ(ξ1,h)
(ξ1,h + ξ3,e)2(ξ1,h + ξ1,e)
]
,
(5.59)
δF˜ (4)xyyx =
1
2
∑
k
|∆˜k,Qx |2|∆˜k+(Qx−Qy)/2,Qy |2[
Θ(ξ1,h)
(ξ1,e + ξ1,h)2(ξ3,h − ξ1,h) +
Θ(ξ3,h)
(ξ1,e + ξ3,h)2(ξ1,h − ξ3,h)
− Θ(−ξ1,e)
(ξ1,h + ξ1,e)2(ξ1,e + ξ3,h)
− Θ(−ξ1,e)
(ξ3,h + ξ1,e)2(ξ1,h + ξ1,e)
]
,
(5.60)
and
δF˜
(4)
xy−x−y =
1
2
∑
k
∆˜k,Qx∆˜
†
k+(Qx−Qy)/2,Qy∆˜k−Qy,−Qx∆˜
†
k−(Qx+Qy)/2,−Qy[
Θ(ξ1,h)
(ξ1,h + ξ1,e)(ξ1,h + ξ4,e)(ξ3,h − ξ1,h)
+
Θ(ξ3,h)
(ξ3,h + ξ1,e)(ξ3,h + ξ4,e)(ξ1,h − ξ3,h)
+
Θ(−ξ1,e)
(ξ1,e + ξ1,h)(ξ1,e + ξ3,h)(ξ1,e − ξ4,e)
+
Θ(−ξ4,h)
(ξ4,e + ξ1,h)(ξ4,e + ξ3,h)(ξ4,e − ξ1,e)
]
.
(5.61)
The δF˜
(4)
xy−x−y is unique in that it does not involve a product of magnitudes of the
order parameter, and therefore has an overall phase. Depending on the sign of
F
(4)
xy−x−y this will be given by
ei(θQx+θ−Qx−θQy−θ−Qy ) = ±1 , (5.62)
where θQi is the phase associated with the order parameter component ∆kQi . In
order to minimise the energy, this will be positive if δF
(4)
xy−x−y is less than zero or
negative if δF
(4)
xy−x−y is greater than zero. It will turn out that the phase locking is
always equal to one since δF˜
(4)
xy−x−y was always less than zero. It reduces the number
of free phases from four to three as well, giving the square lattice a U(1)×U(1)×U(1)
symmetry. One of these corresponds to the overall phase, while the other two are
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from translational symmetry in the Qx and Qy directions. This can be seem from
writing eqn. 5.52 as
∆k(R) =e
iθ
[
∆kQxe
i(Qx+χ1).R + ∆k,−Qxe
−i(Qx+χ1).R
−
(
∆kQye
i(Qy.R+χ2) + ∆k,−Qye
−i(Qy.R+χ2)
) ]
,
(5.63)
where in terms of the bare phases
θ =
θQx + θ−Qx
2
χ1 =
θQx − θ−Qx
2
χ2 =
θQy − θ−Qy
2
. (5.64)
When the system is translated by a vector R′, χ1 → χ1 + Qx.R′ and χ2 → χ2 +
Qy.R
′.
With this slight complication, the total, normalised fourth order term of the free
energy can then be written as
δF˜4 = 4δF˜QQQQ + 4δF˜QQ−Q−Q + 4δF˜Q−Q−QQ + 8δF˜xxyy + 8δF˜xyyx − 8|δF˜xy−x−y| .
(5.65)
5.4.5 Results
The results for the α = 4, kTFaB = 0.1 case are shown in fig. 5.5. The difference
between the normal state and FFLO free energies increases in magnitude as the
chemical potential is increased for all three structures. The LO Free energies are
always almost exactly twice as negative as the FF ones, since the δF
(4)
QQ−Q−Q and
δF
(4)
Q−Q−QQ contribute much less to the free energy than the δF
(4)
QQQQ term. The
smallness of these terms is due to the strongly peaked nature of the order parameter
in k-space (see fig. 5.3 and 5.4), which results in the products of the magnitudes of
the order parameter components in the numerator of these terms being extremely
small.
The square lattice free energy differences are more negative than both the FF and
LO, making them the most favourable structure of the three considered here. The
ratio of these square energies to the FF energies (Fsquare/FFF ) is not constant as
it is for the LO ones though - it varies between 2.2 and 4. One of the δF 4xxyy and
δF 4xyyx terms (depending on which species is in excess) is much smaller than the
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Figure 5.5: The free energy per unit area differences between the FFLO and normal states
near the FFLO-normal phase boundary. The upper diagram is the results for the
case when the holes are the majority particle, the lower for when the electrons
are the majority particle. The blue points are the FF (single Q) energies, the
green are the LO (two opposite Q) energies and the yellow are for the square
lattice. Of these three possibilities, the square structure is the lowest in energy
for all chemical potential values.
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Figure 5.6: The wavevector that minimises the free energy (Qmin) as a function of µ for
α = 4, kTF = 0.1. The solid line shows the naive estimate, found by taking the
difference of the two normal state Fermi wavevectors. As in the mean field case,
Qmin is slightly below the naive value.
other, and the larger of the two is of the same order of magnitude as δF
(4)
QQQQ,
though always smaller. As in the LO case, the smaller term is due to the order
parameter components in the numerator of that term being strongly peaked about
different points. The larger term occurs because of a partial overlap between the
peaked regions.
The δF
(4)
xy−x−y term in the free energy turns out to always be positive, though ex-
tremely small. This locks the phases of the four order parameter components to add
up to an even multiple of pi. However, due to the extremely small magnitude of this
term, once again arising because of the strongly peaked order parameter, the state
with the phases locked to an odd multiple of pi is only very slightly higher in energy.
This may have consequences for the phase when fluctuations are introduced.
Calculating the Free energy also allows the wavevector that minimises it, Qmin, to
be found. The values of Qmin corresponding for the α = 4, kTFaB = 0.1 case are
shown in fig. 5.6. Once again they are slightly lower than the naive estimate found
by taking the difference of the two normal state Fermi wavevectors, which agrees
with the mean field results in the previous chapter.
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5.5 Discussion
The Ginzburg-Landau theory developed in this chapter has produced results that
are consistent with and support the mean field calculations of the previous chapter.
Both the phase diagrams and the behaviour of the order parameter are the same as
those predicted previously. It adds further evidence in support of the conclusion of
Parish et al. [94] that the FFLO region of the phase diagram extends all the way to
the fully population imbalanced limit when screening effects are weak.
The Ginzburg-Landau expansion does not rely on the FFLO state being of the
FF type, since the ‘infinite coupling’ problem of the mean field theory is no longer
present. This has allowed some investigation of the most favourable FFLO structure
near the FFLO-normal phase boundary. Of the three structures calculated here the
square lattice is most favourable, though it is entirely possible that more complicated
structures with more order parameter components and/or different angles between
the components’ pairing wavevectors will have a lower energy. It does, however,
appear that the divergence in the FF term (the equivalent of δF
(4)
QQQQ) that occurs
in the two dimensional superconducting case [44, 45] is not present in the electron-
hole bilayer so there is no reason to suspect that the structure with an infinite
number of components will dominate.
It is useful to compare the structure results calculated here to those found by Parish
et al. using a phenomenological Ginzburg-Landau theory of excitons with a finite
total momentum [94]. Their model also predicted that a 4 order parameter com-
ponent lattice structure consisting of two pairs of components with opposite total
momentum would be more favourable than an FF and LO type, though they pre-
dicted the opposite phase locking condition to the one found here, i.e. that eqn. 5.62
was equal to minus one instead of one. This would result in a factor of i between the
±Qx and the ±Qy parts of eqn. 5.63. Their model also predicted that the energy
of this combination of components would be independent of the angle between the
two total momentum directions, something which we have been unable to confirm.
There are several problems encountered when implementing the Ginzburg-Landau
theory, both when calculating the phase diagram and determining the structure.
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It shares a common problem with the mean field calculations in that the range of
Q over which the second order term has negative eigenvalues becomes increasingly
narrow as the screening is increased, making it more difficult and time consuming
to determine the phase boundaries at higher kTF . Another occurred when trying
to introduce the RPA screened interlayer interaction derived in Appendix 1. When
this interaction was used the second order free energy term had negative eigenvalues
for all values of Q, µ and h. This seemed to be due to some kind of instability in
the interaction - Vk−k′ always had small negative eigenvalues, resulting in its inverse
having large negative ones. Whether this is a result of discretising the interaction or
a fundamental property of the RPA screened interaction could not be determined.
Despite these limitations, the Ginzburg-Landau expansion seems to have been at
least partially successful, with the results both supporting those of mean field theory
and then extending them to different FFLO structures.
In the preceding three chapters we have investigated electron-hole superfluidity in
population imbalanced bilayer quantum wells. We have used mean field theory to
map out phase diagrams for the system at different electron-hole mass ratios and
at different screening strengths. We have shown that the this system supports both
BCS like (electron-hole pairs with zero total momentum) and FFLO like superfluid
phases, with the latter occupying a larger portion of the phase diagram than previ-
ously thought. Ginzburg-Landau theory has then been used to check the position of
the FFLO-normal phase boundary calculated in mean theory, as well as comparing
the energies of several order parameter structures, finding that a square lattice was
lower in energy than both an FF and LO like state.
6. Modulated superfluidity in
low dimensional 4He - a simple
model
6.1 Introduction
In 1938 it was discovered that the viscosity of liquid helium-4 become zero when
cooled below 2.17 Kelvin [100, 101]. It was the first bosonic superfluid to be observed
experimentally.
While superfluidity in 4He is connected to Bose-Einstein condensation of its con-
stituent atoms, it possesses several important differences to the more recently pro-
duced Bose-Einstein condensates in ultracold atomic gases. Firstly, liquid 4He is
strongly interacting. Its atoms interact via a Van-Der Waals potential, which is
strongly repulsive at short distances, but weakly attractive at longer ones, and which
cannot be approximated by the short range repulsive potential used to describe
atomic Bose gases. At low momentum the 4He quasiparticle excitation spectrum is
linear, in agreement with Bogoliubov theory, but it also exhibits another minimum
to its spectrum at a finite momentum, called the roton minimum [11, 102]. Applying
the Landau criterion, this reduces the critical velocity from what would be expected
from the linear part of the spectrum. Finally, the fraction of 4He atoms in the
condensate is very small, about 10% at temperatures well below 2.17 K, while the
fraction of the liquid that is superfluid approaches 100% at the same temperatures
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[10].
Two dimensional 4He films have provided one possible way of investigating low di-
mensional superfluids and exploring the Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thoules (BKT) tran-
sition [103]. Recent experiments on helium films deposited on graphite performed
at the Royal Holloway University of London have produced some unusual results.
When a single layer of helium is deposited on the graphite substrate it forms a
solid layer, with a close packed triangular lattice, but a non-zero superfluid density,
ρs, is observed over a range of second layer filling fractions (second layer number
density 6.32-7.69 nm−2, total number density 18.09-19.57 nm−2), and disappears
as the layer becomes nearly full [104]. The superfluid fraction is measured using a
torsional oscillator. Remarkably, the temperature dependence is very different from
conventional theory for 2D superfluid films. First of all, ρs(0) − ρs(T ) is expected
to be proportional to T 3 due to phonon excitations in the standard system, but in
these systems the reduction in ρs is linear in T at low temperatures. It also appears
to lack a BKT transition, with the superfluid density going to zero without the
characteristic universal jump. Moreover, whereas the curvature of ρs(T ) is generally
negative for superfluid films, this system has a positive curvature at low tempera-
tures. In fact it fits ρs(T ) ' ρs(0)/(1+T/∆(n)) where ∆(n) is a coverage-dependent
temperature scale. This scale vanishes at a critical coverage nc. This critical cov-
erage is the coverage where the superfluid signal vanishes. This resembles quantum
critical scaling [105]. By contrast, the third layer forms a superfluid which exhibits
the BKT transition [106].
The RHUL proposes that the unconventional nature of this superfluid film may
be understood in terms of the condensation into a coherent state that consists of
several momentum states, in other words, a spatially modulated superfluid. This
would spontaneously break the translational symmetry of the condensate, making
the system a supersolid. An ansatz was made that the quasiparticle excitation
spectrum around these points would be of the form
Eq ≈
√
∆2 + c2(q−Gi)2 , (6.1)
where ∆ is a small roton like gap and Gi is the wavevector of the condensate. Such
a picture can be the source of the linear-T reduction of the superfluid density at low
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temperatures [104]. The lack of BKT like physics was explained by proposing that
the ground state manifold was non-Abelian and did not support stable topologically
defects (such as vortices) [104].
The aim of this chapter is to explore these proposals using a simple one dimensional
model. In particular, we aim to try and derive a quasiparticle spectrum similar to
eqn. 6.1. We will see that the toy model exhibits some symmetry breaking that
corresponds to superfluid and charge density wave states. There are points in the
phase diagram where higher symmetry states exist (at the mean field level) involving
intertwined superfluid and charge-density-wave order. If the physical system is close
to such points, then the proposal of a non-Abelian ground state manifold may be
justified.
6.2 Model
Our model consists of a collection of bosons in one dimension interacting via some
unknown potential. We will calculate the mean field theory of this model, then use
Bogoliubov theory to calculate its quasiparticle excitation spectrum.
The action for a one dimensional interacting gas of Bosons in momentum space is
given by
S =
∑
k
(−iω + εk − µ)|ψk|2 + 1
2Lβ
∑
kk′q
Vqψ
†
k+qψ
†
k′−qψk′ψk , (6.2)
where εk is the single particle energy of the bosons, µ is their chemical potential
and Vq is their interaction potential. The ‘two vector’ notation k = (ωn,k) has also
been introduced to simplify notation. It is assumed that the single particle energy
is zero at k = 0 and at another two non-zero wavevectors k = ±G, with quadratic
dispersion relations around all three points. The curvature of the dispersion relation
is assumed to be the same at the two non-zero k zeros, but different at the central
one. Other than this no assumptions about either the rest of εk and Vq are made
other than that they are symmetric under k→ −k. The action has a U(1) symmetry
associated with a global change of the bosonic field phase.
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6.3 Mean field theory
In the spirit of the Bogoliubov theory used in section 2 of the introduction, the
bosonic fields are expanded in fluctuations around some mean field value using
ψk =
√
Lβ(φ0δk,0 + φ1δk,G + φ−1δk,−G) + δψk . (6.3)
The φm fields are the mean field values of ψ, and their magnitudes squared give the
number densities of bosons condensed at the momentum by mG. In a normal state
they will be zero, and nonzero in a Bose condensed state. They can alternatively be
written as
φm =
√
nme
iθm , (6.4)
where nm is the number density and θm is the condensate phase at momentum mG.
The mean field partition function, Z, is calculated by assuming the functional inte-
gral of eqn. 1.8 can be replaced by its value at the which the action is minimised,
Zmf . This is the value of the φ fields at which terms of the expanded action linear
in the fluctuation fields vanish. The mean field free energy per unit length is then
calculated using
f = − 1
Lβ
lnZmf , (6.5)
giving
f (0) =− µ
∑
n
|φn|2 + v0
2
(∑
n
|φn|2
)2
+ v1|φ0|2(|φ1|2 + |φ−1|2)
+ v2|φ1|2|φ−1|2 + v1(φ†1φ†−1φ20 + h.c.) .
(6.6)
The shorthand notation vm = Vq=mG has been introduced to simplify the notation.
The physical interpretation of these terms can be seen in fig. 6.1. All the terms
in this free energy except the last one in brackets depend only on the mean field
densities, |φi|2, while the final term depends on the phases of three mean fields. This
term will only be present if all three ψ fields are non-zero. The condition that this
term be real to give a real free energy imposes the constraint
θ1 + θ−1 − 2θ0 = ppi (6.7)
on the phases, where p is an integer. Clearly if v1 < 0 then p is even, while if v1 > 0
it is odd, so the final bracketed term is always equal to or less than zero. v1 can
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therefore be replaced by
v1 → −|v1| . (6.8)
It is also possible to convert the free energy per unit length to the energy per unit
length in the canonical ensemble by using
E(0) = f (0) + µn , (6.9)
and eliminating µ in favour of the total condensate density
n =
∑
n
|φn|2 . (6.10)
This gives
E(0) =
v0n
2
2
+ v1|φ0|2(|φ1|2 + |φ−1|2) + v2|φ1|2|φ−1|2 − 2|v1||φ†1||φ†−1|φ0|2 . (6.11)
Imposing the mean field condition on the expanded action gives the following equa-
tions that must be satisfied by the φ fields
0 = φ0
(−µ+ v0n+ v1(|φ1|2 + |φ−1|2)− 2|v1||φ1||φ−1|) (6.12)
and
0 = φ±1
(
−µ+ v0n+ v1|φ0|2 + v2|φ∓1|2 − |v1||φ0|2 |φ∓1||φ±1|
)
. (6.13)
These equations clearly have the trivial solutions φi = 0. The non-trivial ones will
be discussed in the next three subsections.
6.3.1 Single condensate: (010) phase
The simplest condensate type we can consider is one in which the particles are
condensed only at k = 0. We will refer to this as the (010) condensate, since all
the condensed particles are in the central momentum spot. This is the same as
the condensate discussed in the introduction chapter. The free energy of such a
condensate is
f
(0)
010 =
−µ2
2v0
(6.14)
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Figure 6.1: The physical interpretation of the terms in eqn. 6.6 in terms of scattering be-
tween condensates. The first term involves scatterings with zero momentum
transferred, and is shown in the top diagram. The second involves a transfer of
particles between the central condensate and one of the outer ones. The third
term transfers particles between the condensates at ±G. The final term, which
locks the phases of the condensates when all three are present, transfers one
particle to each of the ±G condensates from the central one. Its hermitian con-
jugate is the opposite process - transferring one particle from each of the ±G
condensates to the central one.
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with the condensate density being
n0 = |φ0|2 = µ
v0
. (6.15)
The phase θ0 is undetermined, and is chosen arbitrarily, so this state breaks the
U(1) symmetry of the action. Its energy per unit length is
E
(0)
010 =
v0n
2
2
, (6.16)
making the condensate stable against collapse as long as v0 > 0. We will assume
that this is always the case from this point.
The real space φ field is just a constant complex number. We expect the quasiparticle
energy to have a gapless mode associated with the spontaneous breaking of the U(1)
symmetry of this order parameter.
6.3.2 Two component condensate: (101) phase
The (101) phase consists of two condensates with identical condensate density at
the ±G points in k-space and no condensate at the k = 0 point. Its free energy is
f
(0)
101 =
−µ2
2v0 + v2
, (6.17)
which is lower than the (010) state when v2 < 0. The condensate density at the two
points is
n±1 = |φ±1|2 = µ
2v0 + v2
. (6.18)
There are now two arbitrary phases, θ1 and θ−1. In the canonical ensemble the
energy per unit length is given by
E
(0)
101 =
(v0
2
+
v2
4
)
n2 (6.19)
which becomes unstable if v2 < −2v0. At fixed n the instability means that the
system would exhibit phase separation by collapsing into a small droplet.
In this case the real space φ field is a sinusoidal wave given by
φ(r) =
√
n
2
eiθ cos (G.r + χ) , (6.20)
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where the total and relative phases are defined in terms of the θis as
θ =
1
2
(θ1 + θ−1) (6.21)
and
χ =
1
2
(θ1 − θ−1) (6.22)
respectively. We expect the quasiparticle energies to have two gapless modes asso-
ciated with the spontaneous breaking of these two phases’ symmetry. As we shall
see in the next section, that will indeed be the case, with the gapless modes being
given by eqn. 6.53 and eqn. 6.54.
6.3.3 Three component condensates:(aba) and (abc) phases
There are two three component solutions to eqns. 6.12 and 6.13. One of these
consists of identical condensate densities at the ±G momenta, with a different one
at k = 0. This will referred to as the (aba) phase. The other consists of different
condensate densities at each of the three momenta, and is referred to as the (abc)
phase.
The (aba) solution to the eqn. 6.12 and 6.13 consists of identical condensate densities
at k±G with a different one at k = 0. Solutions of this type only exist when v1 < 0,
and have free energy
f
(0)
aba =
−µ2
2
(v2 + 8|v1|)
v0v2 + 8|v1|(v0 − |v1|) , (6.23)
with corresponding condensate densities
n±1 = |φ±1|2 = 2µ|v1|
v0v2 + 8|v1|(v0 − |v1|) (6.24)
and
n0 = |φ±1|2 = µ(4|v1|+ v2)
v0v2 + 8|v1|(v0 − |v1|) . (6.25)
There are only two free phases in this condensate due to the phase locking condition
of eqn. 6.7.
The energy for such a condensate is
E
(0)
aba =
(
v0
2
− 4|v1|
2
8|v1|+ v2
)
n2 , (6.26)
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which becomes unstable when
v2v0 < 8(|v1|2 − |v1|v0) . (6.27)
The condensate densities in the canonical ensemble are
n0 =
(4|v1|+ v2)n
8|v1|+ v2 (6.28)
and
n±1 =
2|v1|n
8|v1|+ v2 . (6.29)
Since there are only two independent densities, and they must add up to the total
density, we may write
n = n0 + 2n1 = n(cos
2 η + sin2 η) (6.30)
and write the magnitude of the φ fields as
|φ0| =
√
n cos η
|φ1| =
√
n
2
sin η
(6.31)
with the angle η restricted to run between zero and pi/2. The real space φ field can
then be written as
φ(r) =
√
neiθ
′ (
cos η +
√
2 sin η cos(G.r + χ)
)
, (6.32)
where χ is defined in the same way as eqn. 6.22 and
θ′ =
θ1 + θ−1
4
+
θ0
2
. (6.33)
The phase locking condition of eqn. 6.7 is present in the (aba) phase, so there are
only two free phases in the order parameter, associated with the broken U(1) and
translational symmetries. We therefore expect two gapless modes in the quasiparticle
energy spectra. This will be shown to be the case in the next section.
The (abc) consists of three different condensate densities at the three momenta.
Since the energy is invariant under n1 ↔ n−1, this state will possess an Ising like
degree of freedom. Not including this degeneracy, the densities are given by
n1 =
(
(2v1 + v2) +
√
v2(4v1 + v2)
4(v1 + v2)
)
n , (6.34)
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n−1 =
(
v21
(v1 + v2)(2v1 + v2 +
√
v2(4v1 + v2))
)
n (6.35)
and
n0 =
v2n
2(v1 + v2)
(6.36)
These become equal to the (aba) densities on the line v2 = −4v1. When v1 → 0,
one pair goes to zero, making n0 equal to the total density. This is the (010) phase.
The other pair has one density going to zero while the other goes to n/2, making n0
also equal to n/2.
The energy of the (abc) phase is given by
Eabc =
(
v0
2
+
v1v2
4(v1 + v2)
)
n2 . (6.37)
This becomes unstable on the line
v2 =
−2v0v1
2v0 + v1
, (6.38)
which joins the (aba) unstable line at the point where they both have the same
densities and energies. In real space the φ field can then be written as
φ(r) = eiθ
′ (√
n0 +
√
n1e
i(G.r+χ) +
√
n−1e−i(G.r+χ)
)
, (6.39)
with the phases defined in the same way as eqn. 6.22 and 6.33. This state breaks
both translational and U(1) symmetries of the underlying system, and also has an
Ising like degree of freedom.
6.3.4 Phase diagram
To map out a mean field phase diagram for this system we need to compare the
energies of the three condensates. Since it has been assumed that v0 > 0 the other
interaction energies can be scaled as
v˜i =
vi
v0
(6.40)
without changing their sign. This simplifies the phase diagram to lying just in the
v˜1-v˜2 plane. This phase diagram can be seen in fig. 6.2.
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Figure6.2: Meanﬁeldphasediagramforouronedimensionalsupersolidmodel.Thedashed
linesindicatesecondorderphasetransitionsbetweenthe(abc)and(aba),andthe
(101)and(aba)phases.Thesolidbluelineisaﬁrstordertransitionbetweenthe
(010)and(101)phaseand(010)and(abc)phases.Thesolidblacklinesindicate
wherethecondensatebecomesunstable.Thepoint(˜v1,˜v2)=(0,0)istheSU(3)
point,wherethemeanﬁeldenergydependsonlyonthetotalcondensatedensity.
The(010)condensate’squasiparticleenergyhasasinglemodethatisgapless
atq=0and±G. The(101)phasehastwogaplessmodeswhicharelinear
atsmalqandonegappedmode. Thisgapclosesonthe(101)-(aba)phase
boundary.The(aba)phasehastwogaplessmodes,bothofwhicharelinearat
smal momentum,andonegappedmode.The(abc)phase’smodesalsoconsist
oftwogaplessandonegappedmode. Onthe(aba)-(abc)boundaryoneofthe
gaplessmodesbecomesquadraticatsmalq,butthegappedmodedoesnot
close.
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Comparing the (101) energy to the (010) energy, we find that the (101) becomes
less than the (010) energy when v˜2 < 0. The condensate fields φi are discontinuous
across this line, so the transition is first order. The (101) condensate becomes
unstable when v˜2 < −2.
The (010)-(abc) phase boundary occurs when v˜1 = 0, with the (abc) phase being
lower in energy when v˜1 < 0. This is a first order phase boundary as the (011)
condensate becomes degenerate with the (010) one. The (abc) phase occupies the
region between v1 = 0 and the line v2 = −4v1 when v2 > 0. The (abc)-(aba)
phase boundary occurs on this latter line, and second order since the −G conden-
sate becomes equal to the G one here. This line joins the (aba) instability line at
(v˜1, v˜2) = (−3/2, 6).
Comparing the (aba) energy and the (101) energy gives the boundary between them
occurring at
v˜2 = 4v˜1 . (6.41)
for v2 < 0 and v1 < 0. This is also a second order phase transition, but now with
the angle η in eqn. 6.32 smoothly decreasing from pi/2 .
These four phase boundaries meet at the point (v˜1, v˜2) = (0, 0). At this point
the energy (both free and total) becomes independent of how the total density is
arranged between the three condensates. It depends only on the total density.
6.4 Bogoliubov theory
To calculate the quasiparticle energy spectra for the three types of condensate to
determine whether they are superfluids or not requires the expansion of the action to
continue up to second order in the fluctuation fields. In this section we will perform
this expansion and derive the quasiparticle energies for condensed phases, or, where
this proves impractical, just their behaviour at small momentum. For notational
convenience, we have set v0 = 1 throughout.
The (010) condensate quasiparticle energy is easy to calculate, being just that of a
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standard condensate with a momentum dependent interaction. The result is
Eq =
√
q (q + 2Vqn) . (6.42)
This is gapless with a linear dispersion around q, but also around the two points
where the single particle energies vanish. Therefore this condensate will not be a
superfluid, since its critical velocity, uc, is
uc = min
Eq
|q| = 0 . (6.43)
Imposing the condition that Eq is real also restricts the allowed densities of the
condensate if the interaction is attractive (Vq < 0) at any q, which is expected to
be the case for the 4He interaction above some momentum. The restriction is then
that
q + 2Vqn > 0 . (6.44)
The quasiparticle energies of the other condensate types require a more involved
calculation. To proceed allowed momenta of the fluctuation fields are restricted to
lie close to the momenta at which the single particle energy vanishes (zero and ±G).
This will allow us to investigate the low momentum behaviour of the quasiparticles,
particularly whether or not their energies are gapped. The resulting Bogoliubov
action contains many terms, so to simplify we split them into the single particle
terms (S(2)sing), the density terms involving only |φi| (S(2)dens), the other ‘normal’
terms (S
(2)
norm) and the anomalous terms. We also assume that VmQ+q ≈ VmQ for
m = ±1, 0.
S
(2)
sing =
∑
q<Q/2
∑
m=±1,0
(−iω + mG+q − µ)|δψmQ+q|2 (6.45)
S
(2)
dens =
∑
q<Q/2
[
(v0(n+ n1) + v1n0 + v2n−1) |δψQ+q|2+
(v0(n+ n0) + v1(n1 + n−1)) |δψq|2 + (v0(n+ n−1) + v1n0 + v2n1) |δψ−Q+q|2
]
(6.46)
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S(2)norm =
1
2
∑
q<Q/2
[(
(v0 + v1)φ
†
0φ1 + 2v1φ
†
−1φ0
)
δψ†Q+qψq + (v0 + v2)φ
†
−1φ1δψ
†
Q+qψ−Q+q
(
(v0 + v1)φ
†
0φ−1 + 2v1φ
†
1φ0
)
δψ†qψ−Q+q + (q → −q) + h.c.
]
(6.47)
S(2)anom =
∑
q<Q/2
[
∑
m
v0φ
2
mδψ
†
mQ+qδψ
†
mQ−q + (v0φ
2
0 + 2v1φ1φ−1)δψ
†
qδψ
†
−q
∑
m6=0
(v0 + v1)φ0φm(δψ
†
mQ+qδψ
†
−q + δψ
†
qδψ
†
mQ−q)
∑
m6=0
(
v1φ
2
0 + (v0 + v2)φ1φ−1
)
δψ†mQ+qδψ
†
−mQ−q + h.c.]
(6.48)
These terms can all be combined into matrix notation by introducing the vector
δΨq =

δψQ+q
δψq
δψ−Q+q
δψ†Q−q
δψ†−q
δψ†−Q−q

(6.49)
and writing
S(2) =
1
2
∑
q
δΨ†qG
−1
q δΨq . (6.50)
G−1q is a matrix whose inverse is the Green’s function of the Bogoliubov action.
Its zeros occur at frequencies, iωn, corresponding to the quasiparticle excitation
energies.
As we are interested in the small q behaviour of the quasiparticle energies, we can
make the approximation that
G+q = G−q = −G+q = −G−q = Bq2 (6.51)
and
q = Aq
2 (6.52)
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since it has been assumed that the single particle energies touch down quadratically
at q = ±G as well as at q = 0. A and B are the curvatures of the single particle
energy at q = 0 and ±G respectively.
The (101) quasiparticle energies are then
Eq = ±√G+q
√
G+q − v2n (6.53)
Eq = ±√G+q
√
G+q + 2v0n+ v2n (6.54)
and
Eq = ±
√
2q − v2n
√
2q + 4v1n− v2n . (6.55)
The first two of these are gapless and linearly dispersing at small q, with the ap-
proximate form
Eq ≈ |q|
√
−Bv2n (6.56)
and
Eq ≈ |q|
√
B(2v0n+ v2n) . (6.57)
The spectrum in eqn. 6.55 is gapped, with gap
Eq=0 =
√−v2n
√
4v1n− v2n (6.58)
It becomes gapless on the (101)-(aba) phase boundary, where v2 = 4v1. The number
of gapless modes is consistent with the fact that we expect two Goldstone modes as-
sociated with fluctuations in the two free phases of the mean fields. The quasiparticle
energies are real, since the (101) phase is restricted to lie in the range −2v0 < v2 < 0
and v1 > 4v2.
The (aba) condensate has much more complicated quasiparticle energies. However,
two of the pairs of modes are gapless, while one remains gapped. Examples of the
quasiparticle energies of these modes are shown in fig. 6.3. One of the pair of gapless
modes has the relatively simple form
Eq = ±√G+q
√
G+q − v1n+ 3v1n cos 2η , (6.59)
which is real in the whole (aba) region. It becomes equal to the (101) quasiparticle
energy of eqn. 6.53 on the (aba)-(101) phase boundary. At small q it has a linear
dispersion of
Eq ≈ |q|
√
B(3v1n cos 2η − v1n) , (6.60)
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Figure6.3:Anexampleofthequasiparticlespectrainthe(aba)phase. Therearetwo
gaplessmodesthathavealineardispersionrelationatlowmomentumandone
gappedmode.ThevalueoftheparametersinthisdiagramareA=1,B=1.5,
v˜1=−0.5andη=π/3. Onthe(aba)-(101)phaseboundarythegapcloses,
whileitremainsnon-zeroonthe(aba)-(abc)phaseboundary.Oneofthelinear
modesalsobecomesquadraticatsmal qonthe(aba)-(abc)phaseboundary.
whereBisthecurvatureofthesingleparticleenergyaroundthe±Gpoints.The
secondgaplessmodeisalsolinearatsmalq. Whileitsfulanalyticformislong
andnotparticularlyenlightening,atlowmomentumitisapproximately
Eq≈|q|n(A+B+(A−B)cos2η)(1+2v1sin2η) (6.61)
whereAisthecurvatureofthesingleparticleenergiesaroundq=0.Thisdoesnot
vanishonthe(aba)-(abc)phaseboundary,sothisquasiparticlespectrumdoesnot
becomeﬂatthere.
Thegappedmodehasanenergygapof
Eq=0=−2nv1 1+cos(2η) (6.62)
whichvanishesatthe(aba)-(101)boundary. Thisisconsistentwiththevanishing
ofthegapinthegapped(101)mode(eqn.6.55)ontheboundary.
The(abc)phasehastwogaplessmodesandonegappedone,asonewouldexpect
fromthetwofreephasesintheorderparameter.Thegaplessmodesarebothlinear
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at small q, except on the (aba)-(abc) phase boundary, where one of them becomes
flat. This is consistent with one of the (aba) modes becoming quadratic in q there
too. The gapped mode has gap
Eq=0 = nv2
√
12v21 + 4v1v2 + v
2
2
(2v1 + 2v2)
, (6.63)
which becomes equal to the (aba) gap in equation 6.62 on the (aba)-(abc) phase
boundary. Interestingly, it does not vanish on this line, unlike the quasiparticle
energies on the (101)-(aba) phase boundary.
6.5 Discussion
Despite only being a simplified model, the one dimensional bosonic system presented
in this chapter exhibits a rich phase diagram, consisting of several unusual phases
with both superfluid and density wave order. In addition to the standard, one
component BEC (the (010) phase), the mean field phase diagram exhibits three other
phases, each of which has both types of order. The (101) phase and (aba) phases
both have density wave and superfluid order, while the (abc) phase has these, plus
an Ising like degree of freedom associated with a real space reflection of the system.
The existence of an SU(3) point at (v1, v2) = (0, 0) may provide an explanation for
the lack of BKT physics observed in the experiments. At this point the manifold
of ground states is non-Abelian, and so will not support stable topological defects,
such as vortices or dislocations. Without these being present the system is unable to
undergo the vortex-anti vortex unbinding transition required by the BKT transition.
If an analogue of this point exists in a two dimensional model, and the physical
system lies near this point then the explanation proposed by the RHUL group may
be justified [104].
The quasiparticle spectra of eqn. 6.53 and 6.54 in the (101) phase, and 6.59 in the
(aba) phase all have forms that are comparable to eqn. 6.1 with ∆ = 0. However,
since the model considered here is in one dimension, a calculation of the superfluid
density would not produce the correct T dependence for the experimental system.
For this a two-dimensional model is required. The total momentum of the quasi-
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particles in these states is also required for the calculation of the superfluid density,
with quasiparticles having a momentum of ±G + q near the gapless modes required
to reproduce the linear T dependence in two dimensions [104].
Realistically, we do not expect the single particle spectrum to vanish at several
finite momentum points. Instead, there should be a finite kinetic energy for the
single particle spectrum at the non-zero momentum points. Preliminary calculations
for the phase diagram of our model with this possibility included suggest that the
phases in the current model remain the same, with just the positions of the phase
boundaries changed.
The real system in experiments is two dimensional, not one. A more realistic model
would therefore be a two dimensional one, with multiple zeroes to the single particle
energy arranged around the central q = 0 one. Since the helium film is on a graphite
layer, we expect there to be six extra momenta at which the particles condense,
arranged hexagonally around the central one. This greatly complicates the theory,
since there are multiple competing phase locking terms in the mean field energy.
Our initial investigation of this system suggests a richer phase diagram than the one
presented in this chapter, with additional discrete broken symmetries.
7. Conclusions
The conclusions of this thesis will be summarised in this final chapter. We have
investigated two different systems which may possibly simultaneously exhibit both
superfluid and solid order - the electron-hole bilayer and a one dimensional model
of 4He.
In the former case we have produced a phase diagram of the imbalanced electron-hole
bilayer using mean field and including a simple model of screening. The calculated
diagram differs from the those previously calculated [93], with the FFLO superfluid
phase occupying a much larger region than previously thought and extending all
the way to full population imbalance in the low screening limit. This is consistent
with a previous paper that only considered the fully imbalanced limit with a single
particle in one of the layers [94]. We have also compared the position of the BCS
superfluid-FFLO phase boundary with the Chandrasekhar-Clogston limit in the bi-
layers, finding that the former occurs at approximately the same position as the
latter.
The FFLO-normal phase boundaries found using mean field theory were supported
by calculations using the Ginzburg-Landau approach. This approach allowed the
energy of different structures of the FFLO state to be compared in limited regions
of the phase diagram. We compared the energies of three structures - the Fulde-
Ferrell (FF) state, the Larkin-Ovchinnikov (LO) state and the square state, finding
that the square was the lowest in energy, followed by the LO state and then the FF
state. The square state also exhibited a phase locking effect between different total
momentum components of the order parameter.
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We have investigated a simple one dimensional model of superfluid 4He which allows
Bose-Einstein condensation to occur into multiple momentum states, with the aim
of gaining an insight into some experiments on two dimensional 4He films. The
model has a rich phase diagram, which includes three different condensed phases
with both superfluid and density wave order, one of which also has a broken Ising
symmetry, as well as the standard single component condensate. At a special point
in the phase diagram, the mean field solution to the model has an SU(3) symmetry.
If the parameter values in the experimental system lie near such a point this may
explain the lack of vortices and a BKT transition observed in experiments.
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8. Appendix A: Screening in
electron-hole bilayers
8.1 Random phase approximation (RPA)
The bare action for the electron-hole bilayer system, including both inter- and intra-
layer interaction, is
S[ψ,ψ] =
∑
kσ
ψkσ(−iωn + ξkσ)ψ +
1
2β
∑
q
∑
σσ′
Vσσ′(q)ρqσρ−qσ′ , (8.1)
where the densities are defines as
ρqσ =
∑
k
ψk+qσψkσ , (8.2)
the single particle energies as
ξkσ =
k2
2mσ
− µσ , (8.3)
and the interactions as
Vee(q) = Vhh(q) =
2pi

1
|q| (8.4)
and
Veh(q) = Vhe(q) =
2pi

e−|q|d
|q| . (8.5)
The partition function of this action cannot be calculated exactly due to the in-
teraction term, which can be eliminated by introducing auxiliary fields φe and φh
and performing a Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation. It is useful at this stage to
define the interaction matrix V as
Vq =
Vee(q) Veh(q)
Vhe(q) Vhh(q)
 . (8.6)
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A new action, S[Φ], in the variables φe and φh is introduced whose functional integral
is equal to one,
S[Φ] =
β
2
∑
q
ΦtqV
−1
q Φ−q , (8.7)
where
Ψq =
φqe
φqh
 (8.8)
and V−1q is the matrix inverse of Vq. This action is added to eqn 8.1, effectively
multiplying its partition function by one. The fields φe and φh are then shifted using
Φq → Φq + i
β
V(q)ρq , (8.9)
where the density vector, ρq, has been introduced and is defined as
ρq =
ρqe
ρqh
 . (8.10)
This shift does not change the value of the functional integral, but alters S[Φ] to
S[Φ]→ S[Φ] + i
2
∑
q
(
Φtqρ−q + ρ
t
qΦ−q
)− 1
2β
∑
q
ρtqV(q)ρq . (8.11)
The last term in eqn 8.11 cancels the interaction term in eqn 8.1, leaving
S[ψ,ψ]+S[Φ] =
∑
kk′σ
ψkσ((−iωn+ξkσ)δkk′+iφk′−kσ)ψk′σ+
β
2
∑
q
ΦtqV
−1
q Φ−q . (8.12)
This is quadratic in fermion fields, so the functional integral over the fermion fields
can bee calculated, giving
S′[Φ] =
β
2
∑
q
ΦtqV
−1
q Φ−q − tr ln G−1 . (8.13)
The mean field solution is assumed to be Φ = 0, and the action is then expanded
in powers of fluctuations around this. These fluctuations will be denoted by Φ from
this point. The inverse Greens function can be written as
G−1 = G−10 + iΦ , (8.14)
where G−10 is the matrix whose diagonal components are the inverse of the single
particle Greens function. This can be used to expand the trace of the log term in
S′[Φ] to lowest order in the fluctuations, giving
tr ln G−1 ≈ trG−10 +
1
2
tr(G0ΦG0Φ) . (8.15)
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The first term is also present in the non-interacting case and is neglected. Taking
the trace of the second term gives
tr(G0ΦG0Φ) =
∑
kqσ
φqσφ−qσ
(−iωn + ξkσ)(−iωn + iωm + ξk−qσ) . (8.16)
The Lindhard function is defined as
Πqσ =
1
β
∑
k
1
(−iωn + ξkσ)(−iωn + iωm + ξk−qσ) text, (8.17)
which in the static limit can be evaluated as
Πqσ =
mσ
2pi~2

√
q2 − 4k2Fσ
q
Θ(q − 2kFσ)− 1
 . (8.18)
Defining Πq as the matrix
Πq =
Πqe 0
0 Πqh
 (8.19)
allows the action in eqn 8.13 to be written to second order in Φ as
S′[Φ] =
β
2
∑
q
Φtq
[
V−1q + Πq
]
)Φ−q . (8.20)
The term in square brackets is the inverse of the effective screened Coulomb inter-
actions, and can be inverted to give the screened interaction, V˜, as
V˜(q) =
1
1− χq
Vee(q)−Πqh(V 2ee(q)− V 2eh(q)) V (q)
Veh(q) Vee(q)−Πqe(V 2ee(q)− V 2eh(q))
 ,
(8.21)
where
χq = Vee(q)(Πqe + Πqh)− V 2ee(q)ΠqeΠqh(1− e−2|q|d) . (8.22)
However, as discussed in the main text, this form is known to overestimate the effects
of screening in electron hole bilayers [98, 99].
8.2 The Thomas-Fermi limit
In the long wavelength (small k) limit, the Lindhard function becomes a constant.
The interlayer interaction can then be approximated as
V˜q =
2pie2

e−2|q|d
|q|+ kTF , (8.23)
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where the Thomas-Fermi wavevector, kTF , is given by
kTF =
1
aB
(1 + α)2
2α
+ d
(
1
aB
)2 (1 + α)2
2α
, (8.24)
where α = mh/me is the electron hole mass ration and aB = ~2/(me2) is the ex-
citon Bohr radius. However, if the full Lindhard function overestimates the screen-
ing effects, this approximation overestimates them even more. For this reason the
Thomas-Fermi wavevector is left as a free parameter in this thesis.
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